
By MYRON LOVE

It is most definitely an understatement to say
that this will be a yom tov like no other.  In
my last year’s reporting about high holiday

attendance at Winnipeg synagogues (including
services held at Camp Massad) in The Jewish
Post & News yearly survey of high holiday
synagogue attendance I noted that  about 4,500
Jewish Winnipeggers at least could  be found in
shul - at least at peak times – for shofar-blow-
ing, Kol Nidre and yizkor. This year, however,
– due to COVID-19 - in-person attendance will
likely be no more than  500.

To begin with, there will be two fewer
options: Camp Massad, which usually hosts
services for one day of Rosh Hashonah, will
not be having any services – and the Saul and
Clarabelle Simkin Centre, which has made a
practice of including family members of resi-
dents in the synagogue services,  this year –
due to government pandemic regulations –
will be restricting services to residents in their
units.

“As we did for Pesach and Shavuos, we will
be videotaping parts of the Yom Tov services
with our chazan, Stephen Hyman, and we will
be broadcasting them in each of our five units,”
says Marilyn Regiec, one of the spiritual health
support staff at Simkin.  “We will be doing the
same thing for Sukkot.”

Regiec will be leading the services – with
assistance from Aviva Tabac. Regiec also
would like to extend a grateful thank you to
Barry Kay and his Cherry Tree Productions for
doing the video-taping.
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In the wake of the controversy stirred up by Myron Love’s opinion piece in our July 10 issue, in which he referred to an alleged “pogrom” against
Jewish property in the Fairfax area of Los Angeles on May 30, and in the interest of attempting to provide some balance in reporting on what actu-
ally went on in Los Angeles following the death of George Floyd at the hands of a Minneapolis policeman, we present here accounts from different
Jewish media which offer completely different perspectives about the damage to Jewish property in LA. We also have letters on page 5 from readers
with contrasting views about Myron’s piece.

Mixed reaction to comment piece by Myron Love about 
Black Lives Matter in our July 10 issue

Here is a report from The Forward:

“Fake news and social media exag-
gerate L.A. protest anti-semitism, say
local leaders”

By LOUIS KEENE, June 5, 2020
Chabad of Sherman Oaks tweeted to set the

record straight after the White House re-
tweeted a video wrongly linking barriers in
front of the synagogue to the antifa move-
ment.

Sanderson also mentioned a widely circulat-
ed image of graffiti on the iconic Beverly
Hills sign.

The website StopAntisemitism.org uploaded a photo of the tagged sign to
its Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook pages, concocting a caption on the
image reporting that the spray-painted words (illegible in the photo) read
“KILL THE JEW.” In actuality, they read “KILL THE RICH.”

While the account posted corrections to each platform later that night, it
did not delete the original posts, allowing users to continue sharing the
image, which overlays the photo of the graffiti with the false caption. On
Facebook, the page of the organization’s founder, Liora Rez, has over
20,000 followers, and the post was liked over 300 times and shared 89
times. It had been retweeted over 350 times on Twitter as of Friday morn-
ing. The correction has only been retweeted 20 times.

In an email, Rez said not deleting the original posts — despite several
comments on each platform encouraging her to — was a conscious deci-
sion.

“Deleting it after it’s been screen grabbed so many times would portray
a message of us trying to hide something,” she said, adding, “Nothing real-
ly left to discuss pertaining to it.”

Rez did not respond to follow up questions.

Stopantisemitism.org posted photos of
graffiti in Beerly Hills that it said read, “Kill
the jew.” It did not, but the organization
refused to take the post down.

Amanda Susskind, the Los Angeles
regional director of the Anti-Defamation
League, which tracks reports of antisemitic
activity, said that a quantifiable uptick in
antisemitic activity over the last three years
has made people more vulnerable to news
they want to hear.

That has included conspiracy theories that
Jewish people were the primary spreaders of
the novel coronavirus, which was only
found on fringe news outlets and social
media.

“I think the fear that many people justifi-
ably feel, is how long does it take before that fringe enters the mainstream,”
Susskind said. “And so now you come to the moment of protests and civil
disobedience and vandalism following the murder of George Floyd, and
there is a certain audience, and appetite for seeing, is this the moment when
antisemitism becomes mainstream?”

“The good news is, not that I’m seeing. But if you’re predisposed to
thinking that way then you get this visual of ‘Kill the Jews’, that’s going to
be your worldview all of a sudden.”

Some Israeli media coverage of the protests contributed to the miscon-
ception that Jews in L.A. were under siege. An article in Haaretz, headlined
“People Are Terrified,” relied almost entirely on one interview with a resi-
dent of Pico-Robertson, a Jewish neighborhood that suffered some of the
damages. The accompanying photograph, of a man standing in front of a
burning building, led many readers to believe a synagogue had been set on
fire.

An outdoor Kabbalat Shabbat service recent-
ly held at the Etz Chayim. The congregation
is also planning to hold outdoor services on
Saturday, September 12, for Selichot; Erev
Rosh Hashanah Mincha and Ma’ariv services
(Friday, September 18); and Tashlich the 2nd
day of Rosh Hashanah (Sunday September
19) – weather permitting.  (Facebook photo)

Continued on page 21. See “Synagogue plans”.

Graffiti spray painted on Beth El Synagogue
in Los Angeles on May 30

Continued on page 6. See “Mixed reaction”.
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Community news

With the death of Abe Simkin last month in
California, the last surviving member of his gener-
ation of the Simkin clan is now gone. You can read
Mr. Simkin’s obituary on page 16 of this issue, but
we present here an excerpt from Abe Simkin’s life
story as it appears in the Jewish Foundation’s Book
of Life. This excerpt was written in 2012 when Mr.
Simkin had just turned 90.

Abe Simkin was born in 1922 in Winnipeg to
Samuel and Fanny Simkin (née Breslovsky). Abe’s
parents arrived in Manitoba in 1908 after marrying
in Russia in 1907, settling first in Winnipeg and
then moving to a farm in Pine Ridge. Abe was the
youngest of seven children, and is the only surviv-
ing member of his original family. Abe’s brothers
were Jim, Saul, and Israel (Blackie). His sisters
were Jen (Cohen) and Clara (Erlichman). A third
sister, Esther Malka, died at the age of two. Life on the farm was difficult,
but Samuel still managed to make a living from the challenging soil and
despite poor economic conditions. Samuel and Fanny were driven by hard
work, a commitment to Yiddishkeit, and an unwavering belief in the impor-
tance of family and Jewish education. Those values have served as a vital
foundation for Abe throughout his life. In 1928 when Abe was still a young
boy, the family moved from Pine Ridge to Stella Avenue and Samuel
launched Simkin’s Fuel, the initial seed of what was to become a remark-
ably successful family business. As a child, Abe was an accomplished boy
cantor in the Talmud Torah choir, once catching the ear of a prominent can-
tor from New York who offered to take Abe with him to train. (Samuel and
Fanny turned down the offer.) Abe also played a lot of sports as a child, but
his social life revolved around The Eagles Club. The young teens played
sports together, but also debated the politics of the day, and performed acts
of community service.

At one point, Abe’s brother Saul was looking for some office help. Abe
had noticed the cute “Little Fannie Rosenberg” who delivered groceries for
her parents, and he told Saul about her. Saul tracked her down at the store

while she was scrubbing floors, and invited
her to come and work for the Simkins. The
rest, as they say, is history.

Meanwhile, Abe’s career was beginning to
take shape. After success as a student at
Talmud Torah, Aberdeen, and St. John’s Tech,
Abe attended law school at the University of
Manitoba. He was the Treasurer of UMSU
and active in community affairs, including the
Canadian Jewish Congress, Zionist and
Israeli organizations, and interfaith and civil
liberties activities. One favourite memory is
how he successfully helped lobby against
admission quotas at the medical school. He
was active in Hillel as a founding Vice-
President and was President of the Greater
Winnipeg Youth Council and, in 1946 at the
age of 24, he became the youngest ever elec-

toral candidate for the Manitoba Legislature. Also in 1946, Abe attended
the World Youth Conference in London as a member of the Canadian del-
egation. While he was away, his fiancée Fan lovingly typed out notes from
one of Abe’s classmates so he wouldn’t fall too far behind in his studies.
Abe graduated in 1945 and he and Fan were married in 1946.

Abe, who was appointed Queen’s Counsel in 1971, launched a success-
ful legal practice with Alex Cantor, QC, and Roy Matas under the name of
Cantor, Matas & Simkin which later became Simkin, Cantor, Goltsman &
Rosenberg, and then Simkin, Gallagher. A highlight of Abe’s legal career
was his 25 years of idyllic partnership with the late Mr. Justice Roy Matas,
an outstanding Manitoba jurist.

In 1968, Abe started to work with his brothers while still practising and
pursuing his own business interests. Abe became president of BACM
Industries, the family’s construction enterprise, which later merged into
Genstar Ltd. Abe became active in numerous business ventures from real
estate development to electronic data management to part ownership of the
original Winnipeg Jets, and much more. He remains active in business

today at the age of 90. Fan was always by his side
offering support, advice, and good humour, while
battling a series of health issues that reduced her
mobility over the years. Fan also supported Abe
through his long list of volunteer activities in the
community: the JNF, Talmud Torah, Joseph
Wolinsky Collegiate, MTC, WSO, the UJA, the
Jewish Foundation, and many others, including
Zionist and Israeli organizations. He’s always
been philanthropic and generous with his time.

Abe and Fan raised three sons – Gary,  Bernie,
and Murray . There are 10 grandchildren and – so
far – 10 great-grandchildren. To Abe and Fan,
family was – and to Abe, still is – everything. The
thrills and satisfaction of success in the business
world were easily overshadowed by time spent
with immediate and extended family, enjoying
each other’s company, and sharing vacations and
Jewish holidays together.

As a couple, Abe and Fan touched everyone
around them with their generosity, enthusiasm,
curiosity, stamina, and wit. From modest begin-
nings in Pine Ridge and Sandy Lake, Abe and Fan
built a beautiful life together.

Together, they had a tremendous impact on
those around them. Fan passed away in 2009 at
the age of 84. 
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Pillar of the community Abe Simkin passes

Abe Simkin signing the 
Jewish Foundation Book of Life in 2012
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If you’ve been reading this paper for a long
enough time, you should know by now that I
don’t shy away from dealing with controver-

sial topics. So, when I receive requests from
readers to suppress the opinions of someone like
Myron Love – well, it ain’t gonna happen under
my watch.

And, when I’m also told that I should “fact
check” Myron’s writing (or anyone else’s for that

matter), I can start to understand the difficulty that Mark Zuckerberg has in
attempting to defend Facebook’s position on clamping down on hate
speech.

With specific reference to Myron’s comments on Black Lives Matter and
whatever may have happened in the Fairfax neighbourhood of Los
Angeles, by printing three different accounts of what happened there on
May 30 (beginning on page 1) I wanted to demonstrate to readers how dif-
ficult it is to determine the extent to which it is to know how much anti-
Semitism played a part in the vandalism that targeted Jewish businesses.

As is the case with almost every issue, there are different perspectives
brought to bear when it comes to Black Lives Matter. But, when news
media have been reporting a steady stream of outrageous comments about
Jews coming from Black celebrities, including Nick Cannon (who, I admit
I had heard of, but really had no idea who he was - see story opposite page),
a British rapper by the name of Wiley (see story on page 9), Ice Cube, and,
of course, Louis Farrakhan – among others, it does raise serious concerns
how widespread anti-Semitism is among certain elements of the Black
community.

Perhaps Myron did generalize too much in his opinion piece about the
Black Lives Matter movement which, Lionel Steiman points out in his let-
ter on the opposite page, can hardly be boiled down to a single, identifiable
group, but clearly by calling out a virulently anti-Semitic element that runs
through current expressions of Black consciousness, especially when it
comes to rap music, many Jews who would certainly identify themselves
as liberal – and who are quite sympathetic to the Black Lives Matter move-
ment, are now standing up to the grossly unfair characterizations of Jews
as oppressors of Blacks that are certainly common within certain aspects of
Black culture.

Conspiracy theories about the origins of the coronavirus have often
included Jews as targets and there is a worrying convergence of hatred
toward Jews emanating from both the right and left, often fomented by
extremist websites such as 4chan, which seeks to play on long-held suspi-
cions of Jews held by many Blacks. 

To say that what happened in Fairfax was a “pogrom” might be inaccu-
rate, but who knows what was going on in the minds of the individuals who
were quite ready to paint anti-Semitic slogans on Jewish-owned stores and
synagogues in that area of Los Angeles, on top of targeting them for loot-
ing and burning?

Yet, I’ve spoken up several times within this column and in  public
forums as well to argue that anti-Semitism is not nearly the problem in
Winnipeg that it is in other cities – and have been roundly criticized for

saying that by certain indi-
viduals within our communi-
ty who want to encourage
paranoia among Jews here.

That paranoia even led to
the “disinviting” of a speaker
by the name of Lex Rofeberg
to Limmud here last year,
even though Rofeberg was a
rabbinical student. His sin
was that he has dared to crit-
icize Israeli government pol-
icy on the West Bank. 

Also last year activist
Linda Sarsour was targeted
by the same group of individ-
uals when she was invited to
speak here by the Social
Planning Council of
Winnipeg. In fact, had the
invitation to Sarsour to
appear here not become such
a major issue in the media as
a result of her being targeted
by those self-appointed
defenders of our Jewish com-
munity, the likelihood is she
would have come and gone
without raising a peep of

interest among the media. As I’ve noted several times before, other critics
of Israel, such as former British MP George Galloway, have appeared here
without a scintilla of reporting about their appearances here – other than in
this newspaper.

But, at a time when anyone can grab a virtual megaphone on Twitter or
some other social media platform – and say the most outrageous things
about Jews, we should hardly sit by and shrug those vile remarks off as the
prattling of only a few lone extremists.

As the number of Jewish newspapers continues to dwindle, however –
something that will undoubtedly turn into a torrent if the pandemic keeps
Jewish organizations from resuming their normal patterns of activity, it is
even more important for a newspaper such as this to continue to serve as a
forum for all points of view.

I’ve received my share of hateful comments on social media myself–
specifically from some of the right wing members of our community who
consider me a traitor for daring to suggest that Israeli government policies
toward the Palestinians are misguided, so it is that I take it with a grain of
salt when leftist members of our community ask me why I allow Myron
Love to have a forum within this newspaper. (At the same time, isn’t it
ironic when Bill Narvey asks me why I published David Weller’s letter in
our July 22 issue – which took me to task for publishing Myron’s piece
about Black Lives Matter.) You know you’re doing something right when
you’re ticking off individuals on both the left and the right.

I don’t necessarily invite controversy, but as anyone who knows me by
now (even it it’s only through reading this paper), I don’t shy away from it
either. It would be easy to let this paper follow the route taken by so many
other Jewish newspapers, which is to concentrate on reporting on fund rais-
ing and stories that wouldn’t cause one whit of objection from anyone
because they’re so vanilla in flavour, but then again, I’d be so bored doing
that, I’d probably just fold up shop. (Of course, we do have our share of
“vanilla” stories in this paper as well.)

I’m told so many times that young people don’t read The Jewish Post &
News. No kidding – they also don’t read any newspapers for the most part.
For the most part young people get their information from their peers and
the internet and, even though the internet has transformed the dissemina-
tion of information in ways that were unimaginable just a relatively short
time ago, it hardly encourages the perusing by young people of long,
thoughtful pieces on any subject.  In this issue though, I decided to carry a
rather lengthy piece that features an interview with the editor of a publica-
tion called Jewish Currents, (beginning on page 19) which purportedly-
seeks to speak to younger Jews - and which certainly demonstrates that
many young American Jews’ opinions about subjects such as Israel are
quite different from their parents’.

In that interview the editor of Jewish Currents, whose name is Arielle
Angel, talks about two stories that have created quite a bit of interest with-
in the American Jewish community (and which we haven’t reported on
until now, primarily for lack of space): Well-known writer and leftist
thinker Peter Beinart’s change of mind regarding the “two-state solution”
(he now advocates a single bi-national state for both Jews and Arabs in
Israel); and actor Seth Rogen’s critique of Israel (a county which, he says,
isn’t really of much interest for most young North American Jews at all).  

It may make for uncomfortable reading for many of our readers, but in
trying to keep up with current modes of thought among young American
Jews (and, I would suggest, young Canadian Jews as well), it certainly
offers a glimpse into how much attitudes toward Israel and Jewish identity
are continuing to evolve among young Jews.

Interestingly, while young North American Jews are increasingly critical
of Israel, according to the editor of Jewish Currents, apparently young
Israeli Jews are ever more intolerant of Palestinians, often asking: “Why
can’t we just expel them all?”

So, as the gulf between right and left seems to be ever widening  - and
Jews often find themselves confused about where we should be standing on
certain issues, at least let’s keep the lines of communication open. You may
not like reading views that you find objectionable, but these days so many
people seek to reinforce their own views by reading only items that back
up what they already believe. That’s hardly conducive to a serious under-
standing of complex issues.
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Correction
In his review of the book, “How People Live In Soviet Russia:

Impressions From A Journey” (July 22 issue) Martin Zeilig made two
errors, which he pointed out to me in a subsequent email:

Martin misspelled the name of the book’s publisher: It is Kashtan Press.
not Kashton Press.

In the first paragraph, the passage that reads “...this influential New York
City based newspaper was ‘socialist in content but Bolshevik in form,”
should have said “not Bolshevik in form.”

Short takes

By

BERNIE BELLAN
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Letters
Ed. note: We received three different letters commenting on Myron

Love’s opinion piece in our July 10 issue. In case you wanted to read both
Myron’s opinion piece and reader David Weller’s letter responding to
that piece in our July 22 issue, both are available to read on our website:
jewishpostandnews.ca.

Here are the three letters we received in response both to Myron’s piece
and David Weller’s letter:

From Bill Narvey:
David Weller, in his letter published in your 07-22-2020 JP&N edition,

demands you apologize to your readers and Black Lives Matter (BLM) for
publishing articles by your respected columnist Myron Love, whom Weller
accuses of spreading racist lies of antisemitism against Black and Brown
communities generally and against BLM in particular, for the purpose of
intimidating all into silence. 

Those who know Love know that Weller must be coming from a dark
place in making these heinous accusations. 

For your readers’ information, Weller is a Winnipeg member of
Independent Jewish Voices (IJV), a left wing pro-Palestinian-anti-Israel
organization aligned with the Boycott, Divestment & Sanctions (BDS)
Movement, both of which are widely seen as not just anti-Israel, but anti-
semitic in their activism. 

Check out the IJV and BDS websites if you have any doubts.

Weller also accuses Love of wrongly vilifying BLM supporters, presum-
ably himself, IJV and BDS for their own various accusations of Israeli ille-
gality and crimes against humanity, so typical of IJV and BDS - which
Weller insists are not antisemitic.   

There is a world of difference however, between objective truth and the
biased, bigoted and highly questionable, if not outright dishonest anti-Israel
accusatory opinions Weller, IJV and BDS advocate.

Notable as well is that IJV is urging our Canadian government to reverse
its having last year adopted the International Holocaust Remembrance
Alliance (IHRA) working definition of antisemitism as part of its anti-
racism strategy.

Given that the anti-Israel activism of IJV and BDS clearly comes within
the IHRA definition of antisemitism, it is perfectly understandable why
IJV, not wanting to be branded a racist antisemitic organization, is object-
ing to our federal government’s adoption of that IHRA antisemitism defin-
ition. 

That said, what would move Weller to so angrily rise to defend BLM
against Love’s accusations of antisemitism?  

Many credible media reports on the history and nature of BLM reveal it
is not just a Black rights activist organization.  It is also a Marxist-anti-
White-anti-cop-antisemitic-racist/bigoted organization.

For those unfamiliar with BLM’s bigoted anti-Israel-antisemitic nature, a
simple Google search using key words such as “BLM BDS Israel anti-
semitism” brings up many articles from various sources revealing BLM’s
anti-Israel-antisemitic side, including that it early on entered into a mutu-
ally supportive alignment with the anti-Israel-antisemitic BDS movement. 

It would seem that Weller’s outraged accusations against Love in defence
of BLM stem from his kindred spirit as it were with BLM,  given BLM is
aligned with BDS, just as Weller’s IJV organization is. 

That some Jews openly support BLM, have reached out to BLM to
engage in peaceful dialogue or have sought to minimize the significance of
BLM’s history of anti-Israelism-antisemitism, including BLM’s Fairfax
pogrom, raises many questions as to their thinking and motives, but it does
not make BLM’s assault on Fairfax any less antisemitic. 

Love is not lying about BLM’s assault on the LA Jewish community of
Fairfax being an antisemitic  pogrom.  Weller’s claiming otherwise is a lie.

To conclude, Love is the truth teller and he has been falsely accused and
maligned by Weller.  As such, Weller’s letter does not remotely approach
fair comment. 

I presume as publisher of JP&N you know that. 
Why then did you give Weller a platform to falsely and unjustly malign

Love?
Bill Narvey

From Lionel Steiman:
Re Myron Love’s Comment piece(s), as you know there’s a lot of con-

troversy over the BLM movement, which some accuse of being “antise-
mitic”.  The movement and its label have a history going back to the acquit-
tal of George Zimmerman in 2013. As yet BLM has no centralized organi-
zation and no hierarchy. There are over thirty ‘chapters’, each of which has
great latitude in regard to the “actions” it takes and what it supports or
opposes, though supposedly subscribing to a charter of principles.  We
know that antisemites come in all shapes and sizes and might support a
variety of causes. But a given cause or movement should be judged on its
own terms, and not by who happens to latch on to it. To say BLM is “struc-
turally anti-Semitic” is not only meaningless but ignorant. BLM is sup-
ported and embraced by such a wide range that it is difficult to generalize
about it.

There’s much detail on the history and nature of the “Black Lives Matter”
movement in the July 27 issue of The New Yorker (the article begins on
page 18).

Best wishes,
Lionel Steiman

From Diane Zack:
We are writing in response to the vile Comment piece written by Myron

Love in your July 8, 2020 issue. In his article, Love repeats false claims
that a pogrom took place in the Jewish Fairfax neighbourhood in Los
Angeles on May 30 and that the alleged destruction and attacks were car-
ried out by Black Lives Matter activists. However, both the Jewish
Federation of Los Angeles and the Anti-Defamation League insist the
Jewish community has not been targeted by protesters or by looters.
Love’s comment piece carried on to urge Jews and Jewish organizations
not to support BLM as it is, in his words, “structurally anti-Semitic”.  He
asserted many other false claims about BLM and about Jews and Jewish
organizations that support it. 

There are two key issues we see in Love’s tirade. One is his willful prop-
agation of well-known dishonest news.  As a journalist for many decades,
he must know by now how to research his sources. It reflects badly on The
Jewish Post & News that this was printed under the guise of a “Comment”
piece.  It was left to letter writer David Weller in your July 22 issue to
specifically identify the errors in Love’s article, and to demand both a
retraction and an apology. 

The second key issue is Love’s equating of opposition to Israel’s occu-
pation of Palestine to anti-Semitism. This tried-and-true ploy of some pro-
annexation individuals and organizations is an attack on anyone who shows
principled support for the rights of Palestinians, including many Jews
locally, across Canada and the U.S. and around the world, including in
Israel itself. 

Your reporting of fabricated news must stop.  You need to take responsi-
bility for what you print. This goes well beyond discussion of different
viewpoints and opinions, which, as an initiative, we would support.  

It should be noted that Myron Love is not only one of your writers, but is
listed as one of the three directors of The Jewish Post & News.  He has
twice as much responsibility to cease disseminating and printing pieces like
this.

Diane Zack
On behalf of the Board of United Jewish People’s’ Order
(UJPO) Winnipeg

‘Was she talking about me?’ Nick Cannon
ends July by reviewing Bari Weiss’s 

‘How to Fight Anti-Semitism’

July 31, 2020 (JTA) Nick Cannon and Bari Weiss exploded into the
news within a day of each other this month. So perhaps it is only fitting that
the entertainer, who found himself in hot water after making anti-Semitic
comments on his podcast, ended the month by reviewing the former New
York Times writer’s 2019 book, “How to Fight Anti-Semitism.”

Cannon apologized after his remarks came to light and promised to edu-
cate himself about Judaism and anti-Semitism. In addition to meeting with
a rabbi whose focus is on combatting anti-Semitism, he also committed to
reading Weiss’ book.

Today, he posted his review on Instagram, calling the book “an insight-
ful and powerful read.” In his post, he said he had learned about Weiss —
who resigned from the New York Times in an open letter that accused the
newspaper of fostering a hostile workplace — because she had retweeted
a story that criticized him. He wrote:

In this insightful read, the words that stood out to me were “Anti-
Semitism is fueled by the malicious but often feeds on the ignorance of the
well-intentioned.” Asking myself, is she talking about me? Knowing that
my intentions have never been hateful but recently I had fallen into the
same category that the author despises and writes about like Henry Ford,
Charles Coughlin, and more recently the abhorrent American Terrorist
Robert Bowers, who on Oct. 27, 2018 murdered 11 worshippers at the Tree
of Life Synagogue in the author’s home neighborhood in Pittsburgh, which
ultimately inspired her to write this book. …

In her solutions to fighting Anti-Semitism she suggests building commu-
nity, loving your neighbor and praising those who do the right thing, along
with not “worshiping the group over the dignity of the individual in fear of
worshiping another false deity.’ … So TOGETHER let’s bring Light into
this world and get rid of what is known as its oldest hatred.

Some of Cannon’s followers criticized him after his earlier apology, in a
situation that Cannon said on Twitter last week had saddened him. While
some commenters responded to his post Friday by criticizing his book
review, many Instagram users, including some who have made a point of
using the platform to educate other Jews about racism, responded by thank-
ing him and even contended with his critics.
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Implying that it was protesters — not
looters or vandals — who bore responsi-
bility for the destruction, does disservice
not only to the protesters, but also to the
work of combating real antisemitic activi-
ty, Sanderson said.

He did not deny that some of the vandal-
ism had been overtly antisemitic. He had
heard about the verbal and physical intim-
idation that occurred outside Baba Sale,
the synagogue in the Fairfax area, which
The Forward reported May 30. He had
seen the defaced wall of Congregation
Beth Israel.

But antisemitism is on the rise in gener-
al, Sanderson said, and the same con-
frontation could have happened any week.

“That happens, unfortunately, not infre-
quently in our Jewish community,” said the
Federation president. “It’s not happening
more now because of the protests.”

“I don’t want us to not think that the
Jewish community doesn’t have issues we
have to address in terms of antisemitism, in
terms of vandalism,” he went on. “We just
have to be very conscious and careful that
we don’t connect the dots in a way that the
dots aren’t connected.”

On Friday the L.A. Federation issued a statement that condemned the
killing of George Floyd.

“We stand in solidarity in condemning racist conduct whether from insti-
tutions or individuals, including those who purport to act under cover of
law, and we support the peaceful demonstrations against these injus-
tices…We now commit to intensifying our efforts to improve relations and
enhance understanding between our communities,” read the statement. It
did not refer to the incidents of vandalism and looting of the past week.

Ivan Wolkind, the Los Angeles Federation’s chief operating officer, vol-
unteers for the Los Angeles Police Department and was deployed on the
night the rioting occurred.

He described the situation in the Fairfax area, a popular retail district that
is also a historic Jewish neighborhood, as mayhem. “It was almost com-
pletely lawless,” he said.

But while Jewish institutions had been swept into the maelstrom,
Wolkind said the type of damages — in most cases, broken windows or
graffiti containing anti-police epithets —showed that Jews had not been
specifically targeted.

If there were real intent to harm Jewish businesses and institutions direct-
ly, Wolkind said, there was no telling the destruction they could have
wrought.

“Quite frankly, when you consider that there were thousands of people on
the street in an almost lawless environment and that two antisemitic hate
crimes happened? I thought, Thank God, that’s actually a pretty good sign,”
Wolkind said.

Rabbi Abraham Cooper, the associate dean of the Simon Wiesenthal
Center, said that it was difficult to discern the intent of the riot, but that the
usual communication channels between the police department and the
Jewish community had lapsed in the chaos.

The matter of intent, he said, was the “core question” facing the commu-
nity right now.

He added that a call between Chief Michel Moore and various Jewish
community leaders would take place on June 8.

Ultimately, Sanderson worried that the focus on the victimization of
Jewish institutions during the riot detracted from the important matter of
George Floyd’s death and the protests of police violence against black peo-
ple.

“It troubles me that there’s a correlation being made in social media
between the protest and a rise in antisemitic activity in Los Angeles,”
Sanderson said. “There’s no factual evidence of that. So it troubles me as a
Jewish leader, that people are making that correlation, first of all because it
undermines these protests, which it shouldn’t, and second of all, because it
isn’t true.”

Here is how the Jewish Telegraphic Agency reported on the
same events:

“Los Angeles Jews take stock after George Floyd
protests batter local institutions”

By June 2, 2020 2:48 pm
LOS ANGELES () – Graffiti  read “Free Palestine” and “f*** Israel.” A

statue of Raoul Wallenberg, the Swedish
diplomat who saved thousands of
Hungarian Jews from the Nazis, was
smeared with anti-Semitic slogans.

Along with the synagogues, Jewish-
owned buildings and stores , in several
cases also with anti-Semitic graffiti. The
businesses were looted, too.

This city’s Fairfax district, a heavily
Jewish area that has been continuously
represented by a Jewish city councilman
since 1953, was hit particularly hard by
the kind of vandalism that has struck
major cities following the killing of
George Floyd in police custody.

“The attack on our community last
night was vicious and criminal,” Paul
Koretz, the district’s current city coun-
cilman, said in a statement Sunday. “As
we watched the fires and looting, what
we didn’t get covered were the anti-
Semitic hate crimes and incidents.
Under the guise of protests, some
advanced their anti-Semitic agenda.”

The anti-Semitism included the above
messages on Temple Beth El and similar
graffiti on the nearby Baba Sale
Congregation.

Across the street from Beth El, the
Kosher Mensch Bakery and Kitchen and

the Jewish-owned clothing store Go Couture were destroyed. Stores on the
fashionable Melrose Avenue, on the district’s northern border, also were
damaged, as were multiple Jewish institutions in the area: Congregation
Beth Israel, Congregation Tivereth Avi/Morasha Educational Centre,
Shaarei Tefilah synagogue and the Shalhevet school for girls, according to
Aram Goldberg, vice president of the Jewish Federation Council.

The Jewish Free Loan Association is now  interest free “looting loss
loans” of up to $18,000 for damaged or destroyed businesses.

Untouched in the mayhem was Canter’s deli, a hardy cultural landmark
that has survived since 1931. The 24-hour eatery, famed for its prize-win-
ning waffles and Jewish deli sandwiches, was spared any damage thanks to
a strategy honed by owner Marc Canter and his staff during the 1992
Rodney King riots.

In an  with the Jewish Journal of Los Angeles, Canter explained that he
and his employees posted a sign expressing solidarity with the Black Lives
Matter movement. Perhaps even more persuasive, the deli offered free bot-
tles of water to both protesters and police, to the tune of 25 cases. In addi-
tion, the deli allowed the protesters to use its restrooms and order food.

“We support free speech and anything that’s peaceful,” Canter said.
“There are people coming out of the woodwork that are trying to blend in
with the real protesters that are just troublemakers looking to take advan-
tage of the situation and not very interested in what is being protested.”

Still, Canter said he understood why the protests took a violent turn.
“Tensions have been very high since COVID-19 and a lot of people are

out of work, so it’s hard to do peaceful demonstrations with so much going
on at the same time,” he said.

The Fairfax district once was the Jewish center of Los Angeles. The first
Jews who arrived in the mid-19th century settled on the east side of the city,
but in the aftermath of World War II, returning soldiers preferred Fairfax.
In the following decades, an influx of Russian Jews and Israelis added
diversity to the predominantly Orthodox community. By 1953, some 60%
of the district’s residents were Jewish, according to Pini Herman, a former
research director for the Jewish federation.

But as Jewish residents prospered, they moved on to plusher residences
in Beverly Hills and more affordable ones in the San Fernando Valley,
while the Orthodox reestablished themselves in southern Los Angeles.

Some 600,000 Jews are believed to live in Los Angeles, which would
make the city the second largest Jewish city in the world, after New York
but ahead of Tel Aviv.

And here is an opinion piece that ran in the San Diego Jewish
World:

“Rioting in Los Angeles was an anti-Jewish pogrom”

By BRUCE S. TICKER June 10, 2020  
PHILADELPHIA — The Jews of the Fairfax neighborhood of Los

Angeles were exposed to a modern, American-style pogrom on May 30 that
should enrage us all. Not only were Jewish businesses sacked but five syn-
agogues and three Jewish schools were reportedly vandalized in George
Floyd’s name by thugs.

Writer Daniel Greenfield wrote on his blog, “One small business owner
described a ‘late Saturday night with people driving down the Fairfax dis-

Mixed reactions
(Continued from page 1.)

Continued on page 7. See “Mixed reactions”.

This picture, which was posted to the website of an organi-
zation called stopantisemitism.org, shows  graffiti painted in
Los Angeles on May 30 that supposedly says “Kill the Jew”.
According to The Forward, however, the graffiti actually
read “Kill the Rich”. Even though antisemitism.org
acknowledged its mistake, the website did not remove the
picture, according to The Forward.
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The burial dilemma

trict streets screaming effing
Jews’”.

Before reading Greenfield’s
opinion piece, I referenced the rampage by protesters in a commentary last
week, but I was not aware of the scale of the carnage via initial media
reports. Greenfield and Laurie Cardoza-Moore alerted me to the level of
the damage late last week. Originally, I caught news reports of two van-
dalized shuls, and Greenfield’s article reported that vandals struck five syn-
agogues and three Jewish schools.

At my request, Greenfield sent me links to other reports affirming that
three shuls and one school were defaced, and he wrote in a subsequent e-
mail that he learned “that pretty much any Jewish institution in the path of
the protesters was defaced.”

Both Greenfield and Cardoza-Moore, president of the Nashville-based
Proclaiming Justice to The Nations, characterized the Fairfax incident as a
serious matter that should worry American Jews. They are right. In fact, it
occurred to me that at least two other issues linked to the Floyd demon-
strations pose a grave threat to Jews. Those two others:

These ongoing rallies could readily cause the number of coronavirus
cases to spike, which makes the rest of us all the more vulnerable to the dis-
ease; Many people of color have assumed the worst of middle-class and
wealthy whites, and specifically Jews. The protesters focused on Los
Angeles’s West Side because the area is heavily white, not to mention
Jewish, even though many are empathetic about inner-city ills.

In his strongly-worded commentary, Greenfield urged Jews to forcefully
criticize what happened in the Fairfax area, writing, “One would think that
the hateful vandalism of eight Jewish institutions and a mob screaming
slurs after trashing Jewish businesses would lead to some sort of meaning-
ful response.”

He emphasized that the Jewish community’s reaction has been understat-
ed, much less a “meaningful response.” “Decency and self-respect alone
compel us not to remain silent,” he wrote. “And if we do remain silent,
while chanting the cause of those who vandalized our houses of worship
and shops, we will have neither decency nor respect.”

Cardozo-Moore, a modern-day Righteous Gentile, wrote, “Violence
against the Jewish communities in the cities set ablaze has been a sadly
under-reported side effect of the destruction in America we have witnessed
emblazoned across every news report…The story repeated in virtually
every city under attack by protesters. Anti-Semitism comes to every event
hatred hosts. It is globally on the rise at such an escalating rate that little
wonder it would find entry into the current political and social unrest in
America.”

To speak up as to how we, American Jews, can by jeopardized by these
protests does not minimize the central issue – police brutality. The death of
George Floyd at the hands of a Minneapolis police officer can be opposed
without defacing synagogues, spreading a disease or punishing sympathet-
ic whites.

We must raise our voices if we expect to draw the attention of the rest of
the world. The ludicrous rise in anti-Semitism was finally recognized by
our fellow citizens in October 2018 when 11 congregants at the Tree of Life
synagogue were murdered, but there have been other brazen attacks on
Jews and/or Jewish facilities in the past quarter-century that resulted in
muted responses.

The Fairfax riot was a pogrom. The thugs must have known that Fairfax

is a historically Jewish neighborhood. Even if they did not know this, these
were synagogues and Jewish schools that were defaced. Some businesses
were clearly marked for Jewish consumer needs, such as kosher restau-
rants. Would we remain silent if something like that happened in Europe?

The Covid-19 could spread because of these protests. The New York
Times identified three cases that were possibly caused by participation in
the demonstrations. Medical experts told the Times that many infections
and deaths could result from the rallies, and we should find out for certain
in a few weeks.

Police officers during normal times might thank the protesters for the
overtime, but they know they could contract the virus from those rallying
for Floyd. The son-in-law of a childhood friend is a police officer who is
facing crowds in Philadelphia. Health-care workers will be vulnerable if
they must treat stricken police officers and demonstrators.

Not to mention the rest of us, me included. I am susceptible because of
my advancing age. I hoped that the efforts to reduce case levels would per-
mit us to go outside and once again socialize, dine out and attend plays and
movies. A great many of my classmates are still around, and I fear that the
protests could force us to wait much longer to enjoy our surroundings.

Many of us would welcome the protests if not for the virus. Now they can
dampen our sympathies.

By physically bringing their grievances to the heavily white West Side –
stretching from downtown L.A. west to Santa Monica – people of color are
showing they can be as presumptuous about white people as many whites
are of African-Americans.

Consider the attitude of Patrisse Cullors, who organized the May 30
event in Fairfax: “Let’s go into the heart of what is symbolically white in
Los Angeles, which is Beverly Hills,” she told a New York Times reporter.
“These people need to hear our pain and our grief. We wanted to bring this
to communities who often aren’t dealing with police violence.”

Whites in Fairfax dealt with not “police violence” but protest violence.
Whites in Fairfax heard not “our pain and our grief” but the sounds of glass
breaking, much like the sounds of the glass breaking in Nazi Germany
more than 80 years ago.

Before May 30, people of color would have found more sympathy from
West Siders than among whites in nearly each corner of the country, includ-
ing the thousands of Jews who reside there. Not that their viewpoints are
perfect. However, if West Side whites are tone-deaf, why is California
arguably the strongest liberal state in the nation? Why else would L.A. and
the San Francisco Bay Area be solidly Democratic?

Many complain that voting does no good because little is done for the
poor even when Democrats are in power, which includes eight years of
President Obama’s tenure. There is some truth in that, but what they do not
recognize is that Republicans obstruct most Democratic legislation.
President Trump benefited from low voter turnout in Philadelphia, Detroit
and Milwaukee in 2016, and in fact Pennsylvania Sen. Patrick Toomey won
both his elections – in 2010 and 2016 – thanks in part to low turnout among
minority voters in Philadelphia.

If Cullors wants to “bring this” to insensitive whites, maybe she should
consider communities where large swaths of Trump voters live. She can
start with Bakersfield, 100 miles north of L.A., and then choose from a
wide range of red states and right-wing regions.

Likely American Jews can raise even more related concerns. If we do not
speak up for ourselves, why should anyone else care?

Mixed reactions
(Continued from page 6.)

It was one thing to move out of Winnipeg. But,
the question now is whether to make a final trip
there, and in fact, likely two final trips, one for
my wife and the other for me.  I am talking about
the end of life as in getting buried. Some of you
may have wrestled with this very same issue. 

Years ago, likely over 20 years, my wife and I
purchased plots at the Shaarey Zedek Cemetery

for our final resting place. There was never a consideration to be buried
anywhere else. Even after our move to Toronto in 2012, I was fixed with
the idea of coming home for our last “ hurrah.” There were at least three
solid reasons to want to be buried in Winnipeg at Shaarey Zedek.

Firstly, Winnipeg was the city where my wife and I spent most of our
married life and indeed almost all of my life was there right from birth. I
was and still am planted in Winnipeg even some eight years after leaving
the city. That alone was a good enough reason to “settle” in at some point. 

Secondly, the history of my family is so overwhelmingly connected with
Winnipeg. The family arrived there in 1906 and my ancestors are all buried
there. I speak of my Posner great-grandparents, my grandparents, and my
parents, who are all not that far from one another at the SZ cemetery. And
there are a number of other family members close by. I am attached to the
historical precedent established and I see it as incumbent on me to contin-
ue the cycle. Moreover, it is a fact that we have plots in a great location
right on an aisle so you can have a drive through visit. 

Thirdly, and perhaps the most cogent reason to be buried in Winnipeg
was the expectation that it would force my children to come back to the

place of their birth and childhood and indeed youth. They would have the
opportunity though the experience of shiva to reconnect with old friends
and I saw it as a very useful experience for my children to have two occa-
sions where they would reconnect, not to forget the fact that my grandkids
would get a flavour of where their parents were born and raised. 

Therefore, I saw returning to Winnipeg as the right thing to do and so
convinced was I that I told my children that the estate would pay for the
costs for these two trips for all of their respective families - hardly an offer
they could refuse. My children, however, were not happy with this plan of
ours and told me so explicitly. 

As you know, life has its twists and turns and one such major twist and
turn has been COVID-19. It has affected life as we knew it in so many
ways. One of the areas affected, as you no doubt have noticed, is the funer-
al and burial aspect of life. I now watch funerals online from Winnipeg or
Toronto or elsewhere for that matter on my computer and they come direct-
ly from your cemetery. There are limits to the number of people who can
attend, so that the funeral “ ain’t what she used to be.” 

And then there is the Shiva or the lack thereof. If there cannot be a prop-
er Shiva, I believe that families are deprived of an important part of the
grieving process and, in my case, the loss to my children of renewing
friendships with people from their past. In short, COVID has altered a fun-
damental Jewish custom and has persuaded me that I ought to rethink this
return trip to Manitoba for burial. I throw this issue out to readers as I sus-
pect I am far from alone in this dilemma. 

But, let me also say to anyone reading this piece, I write this with no par-
ticular desire to speed up the decision. That is to say, I am not planning on
an early exit. 

By

GERRY POSNER
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Gwen Secter update (and this time I’ll try not to spell Gwen Secter “Gwen Selter”)

Rady JCC expands the number of
amenities available to members

Enjoy the sinful pleasure of Almond Roca and
know that Cancercare will benefit

Submitted by CATHY MOSER
Here’s an amazing offer!
Thousands of people have enjoyed my almond roca over the past 35

years that I have been making it..... I’ve handed over the spoon to two
women who I trust not only to MAKE the candy to the utmost standard
BUT also to deliver it in a timely fashion (you may have to run to the door
as soon as you finish typing in the order! they really are efficient and love-
ly). AND can you  believe it? Deliveries within the city are FREE! AND it
only costs $10.00! (you’ll want to order at least three - one for you, one for
your family, and one for the freezer!)

Rachel  and Maddie from Flour and Flower are most generously offering
to donate the proceed from sales of the almond roca to Cancercare.  It’s
hard to believe that they really are doing this - but Cancercare is near and
dear to their hearts.

So please, order the Roca (it will stay in the freezer for at least six
months), and both you and Cancercare will be very happy!!!

To order, go to 
https://www.flourandflower.ca/products/cathy-s-almond-roca

By BERNIE BELLAN
It seems that each time I check in with Gwen Secter’s Executive Director

Becky Chisick to see how many more meals Gwen Secter is producing and
delivering for seniors, she astounds me with an ever increasing number.

In our April 15 issue (which was our last print issue for one month) I
reported that the Gwen Secter kitchen staff had
just turned out 60 meals for seniors the week
of March 30 – April 3 – all free of charge. I
also noted that Gwen Secter had stepped into
the breach left by Meals on Wheels, which had
stopped taking new clients as soon as the
province went into lockdown mode on March
13.

Then, in our May 27 issue I reported that Gwen Secter had stepped up the
production of meals for seniors to 286 during the last week in May, and to
340 meals the first week in June.

In our July 8 issue the figure had gone up to 400 meals (consisting of four

meals a week delivered to individual seniors). The Gwen Secter Centre had
also brought on Lauren Cogan as a volunteer coordinator for the meal pro-
gram.

So, it should come as no surprise that when I contacted Becky for an
update as to how many meals the Centre was now turning out, and whether

Lauren Cogan was still coordinating the meal program,
Becky responded (on July 27): “Last week we distributed
520 meals. 

“Lauren Cogan is still the meal program coordinator.”
In addition, Becky noted that  “We have launched our

transportation hotline for medical appointments in partner-
ship with JCFS, thanks to a grant from JFM. The response
has been great. We have hired a summer youth, Kendra,

through the Canada Summer Jobs program as community development
coordinator and she is currently managing the hotline.” (In case you didn’t
see the ad in our July 22 issue for the hotline, the number to call for the
transportation hotline is 204-899-1696.) 

We received the following notice from Rady JCC Executive Director
Rob Berkowits: 

Someone once said to me that we become what we repeatedly do. That
means if you want to live a well-balanced life, not only do you need to cre-
ate positive daily routines, you also need to live them, day-in and day-out.

For many of us, before the pandemic hit, the Rady JCC was an important
part of our daily routines. It was one of the many parts of our everyday
lives that helped define who we are. Coming to our facility for a swim, a
few laps around our track, or a simple visit with friends was as important
as the meals we would eat every day. 

When we shuttered our doors back in March, everything changed in an
instant. Our daily routines we had worked hard to develop were put on
hold, including regular Rady visits. 

Well, that was then and this is now.
Fast-forward to June 15, and we reopened our doors to our fitness and

aquatics facilities. Those who were ready to come back, did so proudly and
cautiously. Members who made their return tell us how great it is to have
the Rady back in their daily routines. They tell us about how much they
missed this part of their lives. How even the simple things like saying hello
to our Rady staff as they make their way upstairs for their workouts make
their days better.

Many members who haven’t yet returned tell us in order for Rady to be
part of their routines once again, we need to add some additional amenities
at our facility. Amenities that we temporarily put on hold when we
reopened. Amenities that were once part of their routines.

With that in mind, beginning next week on Tuesday, August 4, our
men’s and women’s locker rooms will reopen along with access to our
showers. We are doing so with proper physical distancing and sanitization
measures in effect. Everything we do is done so with the safety and well-
being of our members and staff top-of-mind.

So, if your morning routine used to involve getting a workout in before
you head straight to your office, this may be the added amenity that will
bring us back in your lives. 

For some others not quite ready to return: your daily routines do not
include Rady right now. We understand and support your decisions. Please
know that when you are ready to have us be part of your routines again, we
will be ready to welcome you back through our doors.

Black British paper pulls rapper’s remarks
about Jews but defends publishing them

July 31, 2020 (JTA) — The Voice, a British weekly aimed at the African-
Caribbean community, pulled an interview with the rapper Wiley in which
he repeated anti-Semitic tropes about Jews.

But in a statement Friday, the paper defended its decision to publish the
interview.

“The Voice has not, and makes it clear again, supported or in any way
condoned the outbursts by Wiley that the Jewish community finds offen-
sive,” the statement said. “We do not support the stereotyping of any race
or group.”

But the paper said that its role was to give voice to Black Britons and that
should not be construed as an endorsement of every view it publishes.

“As a black media outlet, we are here to give our people a voice,” the
statement said. “That doesn’t mean we will always agree with everything
that is published.”

Wiley, who this week was banned from Twitter and Facebook over his
views, said of British Jews: “They see us as slaves.”

Speaking about Jews, Wiley also wondered in the interview “why all of
these families are rich, or all of these people have heritage, not just
England, like, worldwide.” The interview followed Wiley’s apology for
previous remarks about Jews.

In the article, the paper’s arts and entertainment editor, Joel Campbell,
weighed Wiley’s claims that Black artists depend on Jewish lawyers to suc-
ceed.

“There is no way to put this all in one nutshell but the hypothesis that you
need to get a Jewish lawyer in order to progress in the music business may
be a complete fallacy (I haven’t done the numbers, looking into the corre-
lation in respect of who is and isn’t successful with or without one), but yet
it remains,” Campbell wrote.

“I’ve never seen anyone Jewish refute or confirm this,” he added, “but
maybe, it’s a discussion that needs to be had?”

Twitter permanently bans former 
KKK leader David Duke

July 31, 2020 (JTA) — Twitter has banned David Duke, a prominent
white supremacist and former leader of the Ku Klux Klan.

Duke has repeatedly violated Twitter’s rules about “hateful conduct,” the
company said Friday.

The social network changed its policy in March and no longer allow
users to share links to articles that include “hateful content” or incite vio-
lence, BBC noted. A Twitter spokesperson told TechCrunch that the ban on
Duke is permanent.

“The account you referenced has been permanently suspended for repeat-
ed violations of the Twitter Rules on hateful conduct. This enforcement
action is in line with our recently-updated guidance on harmful links,” the
spokesperson said.

Duke’s final tweet included a link to an interview he had conducted with
Germar Rudolf, who was convicted of Holocaust denial in Germany.

In his tweet before that, Duke promised to expose the “systemic racism
lie,” while another claimed to expose the “incitement of violence against
white people” by Jewish-owned media.

Duke has been described by the Anti-Defamation League as “perhaps
America’s most well-known racist and anti-Semite.” In 1975, he founded
the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, which the Southern Poverty Law Center
describes as an attempt to modernize the KKK. In the early 1990s, he
mounted unsuccessful campaigns for the U.S. Senate and the governorship
of Louisiana. In 2002, he pleaded guilty to tax fraud and spent a year in
prison.

In June, he was banned from the video sharing website YouTube.
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Joseph and Rebecca Bau honoured by B’nai Brith

Wh e n
H a d a s a
Bau and

Clila Bau Cohen
received notice ear-
lier this year that
their parents, Josef
and Rebecca Bau,

were to going to be honoured, along with
some other Holocaust survivors, at a ceremo-
ny in Jerusalem in April, they burst out in
tears.

It was an emotional moment.
“We were very moved,” said the two sis-

ters, who have both lived in Winnipeg at dif-
ferent times over the years, in an email in
early July to this reporter from their home in
Tel Aviv. “Our parents deserve it so much.”

The B’nai Brith World Center in Jerusalem
and the Committee to Recognize the Heroism
of Jewish Rescuers During the Holocaust held
a Zoom meeting on Holocaust Martyrs’ and
Heroes’ Remembrance Day (Yom Hashoah,
Tuesday, April 21, 2020) to extol the heroism
of some 20 Jews who endangered themselves
during the Holocaust to rescue fellow Jews,
said information on the B’nai B’rith
International website. Relatives and represen-
tatives of the now-deceased rescuers addressed the meeting, and the  – a
joint project of the World Center and the Committee – was conferred vir-
tually on them. The event was carried live on B’nai Brith’s Facebook page
and was primarily be in Hebrew, with some English.

There were a total of 16 rescuers honoured on that day.
A brief biography of each person is included on the website:
Joseph Bau (June 13, 1920-May 24, 2002), a graphic artist who forged

documents for the Jewish underground in Krakow, Poland, and later in
Oscar Schindler’s factory camp in Brněnec in the Protectorate of Bohemia
and Moravia;

Rebecca (Tennenbaum) Bau (1918-1997) was a nurse who served as the
manicurist of Amon Goeth, the ruthless Nazi who ruled over the Plaszow
concentration camp. She shared secrets she overheard that helped many
inmates survive, while also providing them with moral and physical sup-
port.

“The Zoom meeting represented a break from the traditional annual cer-
emony held by the World Center and Keren Kayemeth LeIsrael (KKL-JNF)
for the past 17 consecutive years in the B’nai Brith Martyrs Forest,” said
the BBI website. 

“It is the only event dedicated annually to commemorating the heroism
of Jews who rescued fellow Jews during the Holocaust.

“Since the establishment of the Jewish Rescuers Citation in 2011, 314
heroes have been honored for rescue activities in Germany, France,
Hungary, Greece, Slovakia, Yugoslavia, Russia, Poland, Ukraine, Italy,
Holland and Belgium. 

One of the most recent recipients of the Jewish Rescuers Citation, Frida
Wattenberg, a member of the Jewish underground in Grenoble, France, dur-
ing the Holocaust, contracted the coronavirus and died in Paris on April 3,
just three weeks shy of her 96th birthday. The citation was conferred on
Sept. 23, 2019, at the Foundation de Rothschild seniors’ home where she
resided. Tsilla Hershco, the author of the most authoritative book to date on
the Jewish underground movement in France and a member of the
Committee to Recognize the Heroism of Jewish Rescuers During the
Holocaust, conferred the citation.”

In their email, Hadasa Bau and Clila Bau Cohen said their parents only
thought about how to help others, and in the Holocaust they risked their
lives in order to save other people. The sisters participated in the Zoom
meeting on April 21 by providing more details about their parents.

“They never thought about themselves,” the sisters said.
“Our father, Joseph Bau, managed to finish one year of art school in

Krakow before the war broke out. At the end of that year, he was taught
Gothic letters. When he and his family were sent to the Ghetto, the
Germans looked for someone who knew those letters, so that saved his life.
He worked for the German police, the Jewish police and the Jewish under-
ground. He forged documents for the underground, thus saving hundreds of
Jews that managed to escape. He was also a spy that conveyed information
from the German police to the underground.

“When the underground people told him, ‘Forge a document for yourself
and escape…’, he answered, ‘…but if I escape who will save the rest?’

“So, he risked his
life and stayed till
the end of the war.
Our father was very
modest and never
told us how he saved
many lives, even
though our parents
spoke about the
Holocaust daily. During the Holocaust, he led a secret life and this contin-
ued in Israel.

“He told his memoirs of the Holocaust in a book he wrote named ‘Shnot
Tarzach – Dear God, Have You Ever Gone Hungry?’ that was translated
into many languages.”

In 1950 Josef and Rebecca and their three year old daughter, Hadasa,
immigrated to Israel.

“After his death, we discovered that he worked for the Mossad and forged
documents for spies such as Eli Cohen, also for the team that captured
Eichmann and Eichmann himself,” said the sisters.

“We turned the studio that he used as a cover for his activities into the
Joseph Bau House Museum. He was a pioneer of animation and one of the
first graphic artists. He designed titles for many Israeli movies.”

Rebecca Bau was in the Krakow ghetto, also Plaszow, Auschwitz and
Lichtewerden

concentration camps.
“She was a fearless woman. All her life she encouraged people and

always laughed,” the sisters wrote.
“Rebecca was a nurse and cosmetician who worked in the ghetto hospi-

tal until all the patients were murdered. While in the ghetto, she saved
many by helping them avoid the transports - among whom were 11 mem-
bers of the Gietzhalz family. 

“She was then transferred from the ghetto to the Plaszow concentration
camp and there she saved many by giving them pedicures, because the
Germans murdered those who limped.”

“In the concentration camp, she met her husband Joseph. He snuck into
her barracks in the woman’s camp dressed as a woman and they secretly
got married.”

Their wedding is depicted in the movie “Schindler’s List” directed by
Steven Spielberg.

The sisters also noted that their mother replaced her name, which was on
Schindler’s list, with that of her husband, “our father,” and she herself was
sent to Auschwitz.

“The reason she was on the list was because she had saved the life of
Pemper’s mother and he was one of the people making the list,” the sisters
wrote in their email. 

“In Auschwitz, she saved some girls - even during Mengele’s selection
process. All the time we hear more and more things from people who knew
our parents, who come to the museum and tell us. This is unbelievable. We
are surprised every time anew. They were very different and special peo-
ple.” 

By

MARTIN ZEILIG

Joseph and Rebecca Bau (1956 photo)

Joseph & Rebecca’s wedding in Plaszow con-
centration camp as depicted in “Schindler’s
List”
“In the concentration camp, she met her hus-
band Joseph. He snuck into her barracks in the
woman’s camp dressed as a woman and they
secretly got married.”

The Bau family in a 1962 photo taken in Israel



By MYRON LOVE

Seventeen years ago, a Gray Academy high
school student by the name of Ari Hanson
began doing volunteer work for the Jewish

Child and Family Service (JCFS).  Today, the 32-
year-old tax and civil litigation associate with
Fillmore Riley LLP is the youngest president in
the history of the JCFS.

“It happened that one day a couple of repre-
sentatives from the JCFS came to the school
looking to recruit student volunteers,” recalls the
son of Shelley and Hugh Hanson.  

“One of the needs was for volunteers to help
socially isolated seniors by taking them grocery
shopping, out for walks, and to programs in the
community. I continued to help my first client for
six or seven years, almost right up until she
passed away.”

His volunteer work resulted a couple of years
later in a summer job offer from JCFS, doing
what he was already doing as a volunteer but with many more seniors.
“That was my first full-time job,” he says.  

“Each summer, I had a client load of 25-30 seniors whom I would take
out weekly for groceries, appointments, walks, or drives.  Being a history
buff, I really enjoyed hearing their stories.”

While working at JCFS in the summers, Hanson was excelling at univer-
sity, earning the 2012 Gold Medal in law with a grade point average of 4.29
over three years.  In an interview with The Jewish Post & News at that time,
he credited his success to “hard work and some luck”. 

(Hanson’s undergraduate degree is from the Asper School of Business.)

His decision to pursue a legal career – specifically as a civil litigator, he
noted earlier in our interview, grew out of his participation in Gray
Academy’s debating program. He continued his involvement in debating at
university.  He was president of the University of Manitoba Debating
Union, participating in debates across Canada as both a debater and a
judge.

A year or so after he passed the Bar, he recalls, he was approached by
Emily Shane - who was the JCFS executive director at the time – with an
invitation from the Board’s executive team to become a member.

“They were looking for younger board members,” he says.  “It was a
good fit for me because I already knew a lot about JCFS.”

He initially joined the Board and the Finance Committee. Two years ago,
he was asked to become vice-president.  “I developed an excellent rela-
tionship with Sherry (Lercher Davis), my predecessor,” he says.  “I learned
a lot from her.

“I am really excited about my new role.  The JCFS has always been dear
to my heart. I am impressed with all the activities that the agency is
engaged in.  A lot of people think that the JCFS is only here for people
undergoing hard times.  But we do so much more.  We respond to a wide

variety of community needs.
“The JCFS is one of the pillars of our commu-

nity, along with Gray Academy and the Rady
Centre.”

Of course, Hanson has assumed his new lead-
ership role at a particularly challenging time for
all concerned. “Because of COVID our staff, like
many others, has had to transition to providing
our services partially or fully remotely,” he
points out.  “I am very impressed with how
quickly our staff has adapted. 

“As a result of the current situation, many of
our older adult client and clients impacted by
mental health issues have become more vulnera-
ble and isolated.  We are still feeling our way,
trying to be as responsive as possible when new
needs emerge.”

Naturally, he adds, fundraising is a further con-
cern when so many donors are dealing with difficult work situations. The
annual fundraising activities of JCFS are very important for purposes of
meeting ever-increasing day to day costs and supplementing the generous
support received by JCFS from crucial community organizations. On a pos-
itive note, the JCFS endowment fund at the Jewish Foundation of Manitoba
has grown by more than $1 million in the past fiscal year as a result of sig-
nificant donor support, and now sits at $3.1 million, he reports.

When not involved in work or JCFS responsibilities, the lifelong North
ender indulges his passion for vintage cars.  He still has his first car, a ‘64
Buick Riviera given to him by his grandfather (Yudie Schacter) while in
high school, which he drives in the summers and has been slowly restoring
over the years.

And, he and his father share a love of vintage car racing.  They have a
Sunbeam Alpine and a Canadian-built ‘67 KIKI sports racer that they enter
in Canadian competitions. 

“My dad’s the driver, I’m the crew chief. My mom wouldn’t have it any
other way,” he says. 
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New Jewish Child and Family Service president has lengthy history with the organization

Now 32, Ari Hanson began volunteering with
JCFS when he was a 17-year-old Gray
Academy student.

Ontario pulls video called biased against
Israel from online high school course

July 29, 2020 (JTA) — Ontario’s education minister ordered a video that
a Jewish group said is biased against Israel be removed from an online
course.

Stephen Lecce tweeted that he is “very concerned that this offensive
material was on a learning website” and that “I immediately ordered it to
be taken down (it was that day) & investigated to ensure it never happens
again. We will not tolerate anti-Semitism in any form.”

The Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center said Monday that it contacted
Lecce about the video, part of the curriculum of a Grade 10 online civics
course, after an upset parent contacted the group.

The Friends group quoted the video as saying: “The current occupation
of the Palestinian land by the Zionists have [sic] violated the human rights
of the Palestinians. They have deprived the Palestinians of natural
resources, such as water, and taking [sic] the majority of it for themselves.
The Zionists that are granted these privileges are backed by the military. …
This conflict continues to rage on because the Israelis continue to live as
occupiers while the Palestinians live under occupation.”

Louise Sirisko, director of education for the York Region District School
Board, said in a statement that the Ministry of Education’s E-Learning
Ontario initiative created and distributed the video as part of a revised e-
Learning curriculum, and that it was part of a selection of four videos that
are available to all school boards in Ontario.

“The video has been reviewed and removed from the resources available
to school boards. We are disappointed that some of our students were hurt
by this video and please know that the views expressed are not indicative
of the beliefs of the YRDSB school community,” the statement said.

Rabbi Meyer May, executive director of the Simon Wiesenthal Center,
thanked Sirisko and Lecce “for publicly sending a message that such mis-
information and bias will not be accepted, whether it’s inside a classroom
or on an e-learning platform, and for ensuring the quick removal of the
video.”

“The Israeli-Palestinian conflict is extremely complex, which this video
fails to recognize. Instead, it shares a one-sided view of the conflict as well
as promotes a harmful negative view of Israel’s Jewish people. Schools are
meant for educating youth, not building prejudice.”

The group said it wants the Ministry of Education to explain how such a
video ended up in the curriculum and what steps will be taken to prevent
the distribution of such a video to Ontario school boards in the future.
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This column is funded by the I.L. Peretz Folk School Endowment
Trust at the Jewish Foundation Of Manitoba.
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Itay Zutra the I.L. Peretz Folk School Yiddish Teaching Fellow,
University Of Manitoba.

English summary of Yiddish column
Ze’ev Vladimir Jabotinsky was the founder of right-wing

Zionism. In the limited time he had, he wrote two novels in
his native Russian and translated world poetry into Hberew.
The novel “The Five” (available in Hebrew and English) is
a funny, intriguing and tragic love story to his hometown
Odessa and its assimilated Jews. Written in 1936, the author
contemplates the possibility of transporting some of this
past glory to the shores of the Mediternian Sea. This novel
is a well written masterpiece. 

The Jewish Radio Hour - 
Upcoming Shows

Tune in  to The Jewish Radio Hour - Sundays 1:30 - 2:30
PM on Radio Station CKJS, 810 on the AM dial or online
at ckjs.com 

Rochelle Zucker will host both segments on August 9th
and 16th.  The first week she will feature songs by the yid-
dish poet Beyle Schaechter-Gottesman who was born 100
years ago. The following week's Yiddish theme will be songs
about the sea and water. 

You can listen to past presentations on our podcast website:
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/jewishradiohour
Follow us on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/JewishRadioHourWinnipeg/

Leading Orthodox rabbi endorses
Donald Trump for reelection

July 29, 2020 (JTA) – Rabbi Shmuel Kamenetsky, a major
leader of the U.S. haredi Orthodox community, said his fol-
lowers should vote for Donald Trump in November.

The reason? Gratitude.
“Yes, I think people should vote for him. He’s done a good

job. It’s ‘hakaras hatov,'” he told Mishpacha, a weekly maga-
zine aimed at an Orthodox Jewish audience, using the Hebrew
words for gratitude. The 95-year-old rabbi said it would be
“worrisome” if the president loses, citing rising secularism as
a threat.

“You see the matzav [situation], the anarchy … it’s fright-
ening,” Kamenetsky said. “God has become a dirty word in
much of America, religion and religious institutions are their
enemy.”

While the majority of American Jews vote for Democrats,
the Orthodox community has increasingly favored
Republican candidates in recent years. The Pew Research
Center’s 2013 survey of American Jews found that 64% of
ultra-Orthodox Jews considered themselves to be politically
conservative.

Kamenetsky, who heads the Talmudical Yeshiva of
Philadelphia and sits on the rabbinical advisory board of
Agudath Israel, an organization representing the haredi
Orthodox, had encouraged his students to vote for Trump in
2016, too, according to the Orthodox news site Matzav.com.
At the time, Kamenetsky told the Israeli publication Yated
Ne’eman that those who were not honest would not enjoy suc-
cess in the long term, referring to Hillary Clinton, according
to Yeshiva World News.

Israel Museum in Jerusalem to reopen
with $4 million grant from US supporters
July 30, 2020 JERUSALEM (JTA) — The Israel Museum

in Jerusalem, which has been closed since the start of the
coronavirus crisis, received a $4 million grant from support-
ers in the United States to reopen.

Museum director Ido Bruno announced what he called the
“extraordinary” donation on Thursday morning, saying he
would allow the museum to open “soon” and without cuts to
employees’ salaries.

“I want to thank the American Friends of the Israel Museum
for their uncompromising support of the Israel Museum,”
Bruno said in a statement, according to The Jerusalem Post.
“This is a step that expresses confidence in Israeli culture and
art, and we thank them from the bottom of our hearts.”

While other museums have reopened in Israel in recent
weeks, the Israel Museum has remained closed due to the
inability to pay its staff. Only about 10% of the museum’s 400
staff members have been working throughout the coronavirus
crisis, handling essential work such as maintenance and con-
servation of the museum collection despite its closure.

Much of the museum’s budget comes from ticket sales,
mostly to tourists from abroad, who have not been coming to
Israel since the country closed its borders to non-citizens at
the start of the pandemic. The museum says it welcomes
about 1 million visitors each year.



By SUSAN TURNER
ARTA coordinator, participant, designer

ROUNDNESS, an ARTA project, is an on-
line exhibition of work by 23 artists in
response to issues around the 2020

COVID-19 pandemic. The exhibition is located
on YUMPU.com, a Swiss-based site at which on-
line magazines can be created. 

In the late winter of 2020, as anxiety about the
COVID-19 pandemic was seeping into every
aspect of life and as many of us were feeling the
effects of ongoing isolation, the idea came about
to create a collaborative project to connect artists
with one another. A collaboration opens up
avenues for enriched contact with others and, in
this case, for sharing ideas about the critical
issues of the pandemic and about the societal ills
that it has released. We hoped to make connec-
tions through our work, through our ideas about
what was happening, and through the varied
approaches each of us would take in our work.
The most important feature of the project is to
share our work with the public. ROUNDNESS
was published on Yumpu, July 21, and the
response has been gratifying. To date over 1100
visits have been made to our exhibition.

In March, an open, unrestricted call was put out
on Facebook inviting artists to join in considering
the concept of ‘roundness’. Because of the uni-
versal, unrelenting nature of the pandemic, not
only Manitoba artists but any artist who wanted
to participate was welcome. The artists were
asked to make one piece and could work in any
medium and size, because the images of their
work were going to be exhibited on-line only. By
early April, over 20 accomplished  artists had
taken up the invitation to participate, some with
numerous exhibitions, awards, and achievements,
some at mid-career, and a few just starting out.
There are printmakers, film-editors, photogra-
phers, sculptors, painters, professors of art, fabric

artists, and
ceramists involved. 

Included are:
Manitoba artists C.
Graham Asmundson, Colette Balcaen, Leona Brown, Connie Chappel,
Cliff Eyland (d.), John Gurdebeke, Gilles Hebert, Nora Kobrinsky, Sacha
Kopelow, Alan Lacovetsky, Link Phillips, Judith Stevens, Leesa Streifler,
Susan Turner, and Calvin Yarush. Also participating are: Canadian artists
Susan Gold (Windsor), Rafael Goldchain (Toronto), Philippa Johnson
(Kenora,) Jillian McDonald (New York), Mark Nisenholt (Thunder Bay),
and Michelle Zacharias (Saitama City, Japan); and US artists Berit Engen
(Chicago), Carol Philips (Philadelphia), and Cynthia Beth Rubin (New
Haven). 

Once all the materials were complete and received by the coordinator,
texts were edited, images were formatted, and the exhibition was then
designed using various software (Photoshop, Illustrator) so that it would
be accessible on the YUMPU site. As a readable and viewable presenta-
tion. ROUNDNESS was supported by a ‘Connecting at a Distance’
micro-grant from the Manitoba Arts Council. It takes viewers through the
work, and provides a biography and a statement from each artist. The
work deals with political and conceptual concerns, with the environment
and biology, with philosophical and cultural issues, and with change and
impermanence.

ARTA is an ever changing and informal collective, developed in 2017,
through which Manitoba artists are invited to respond to specific con-
cepts. Prior projects include ‘bookmark’ (2017) and ‘illumination’
(2018), both of which involved 15 artists and were exchanges of small
works, and ‘space/éspace’ (2019), which was a curated exhibition of
work by six artists that showed at La Masion des artistes visuels fran-
cophones, St. Boniface and at Wasagaming Community Arts, riding
Mountain.
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STEWART ELSTON
Alternate Broker 
Powell Property Group
Winnipeg REALTORS® 2016 President

204-781-9999
stewart.m.elston@gmail.com
www.stewartelston.com

Winnipeg REALTORS MLS® 
Silver and Bronze Award Winner 

23 artists from around the world join 
together to exhibit works in response 

to the COVID-19 pandemic

Nora Kobrinsky, Winnipeg: “Birth of
Vexation”, acrylic on panel, 9” x 12”

Leesa Streifler,
Winnipeg: “Barriers”,

gouache, ink on
leather glove, 13” x 4”

Colette Balcaen, Winnipeg: “Breath”, wool
installation, 9’ x 18’

John Gurdebeke, Winnipeg: “Occurrence”,
digital file, 1857 x 3300 pixels

So long, ‘amulet.’ Hello,
‘phylactery.’ The Met

Museum has updated that
tefillin description.

July 28,
2020 (JTA)
— Days after
a small corner
of the internet
erupted with
criticism of
how the
Metropolitan
Museum of
Art labeled a
Jewish ritual
object in its
collection, the
New York
museum has
q u i e t l y
revised the
description.

Where its website had previously called
tefillin, the leather boxes and straps used in
prayer by observant Jews, an “amulet,” it now
refers to them by the word “phylactery.”

Twitter users had challenged the amulet label
after an automated account that shares pictures
of items in the museum’s holding posted one of
the tefillin, which is part of the Islamic art col-
lection. Some called the museum’s labeling
anti-Semitic because it did not reflect the
Jewish nature of the item.

The new label does not indicate that the item,
which is not on display publicly, is used by
Jews. The museum obtained the item in 1962
and says it likely originated in sixth-century
Egypt.

Screenshot taken from the
Met’s website showing the
item depticted as an
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To pre-register and for additional information 
Phone 204 453 1625         email tshalom1@gmail.com 

Temple Shalom 1077 Grant Ave Winnipeg   https://templeshalomwinnipeg.ca/

Egalitarian and Inclusive 
Fresh - Spirited - Modern

I am a Jew because the promise of Judaism 
is a universal promise.        Edmund Fleg� 1927

*Come * Experience* 
Find your Judaism 
at Temple Shalom

ON LINE 
 www.facebook.com/templeshalomwinnipeg 

Shabbat Services       Every Friday 6:15 
Havdalah      Join a different family each Saturday 

IN PERSON & ON LINE 
mandatory  Pre-Registration for In Person attendance 

Saturday morning Shabbat Service under the trees 
Asper CC South Field. Bring a picnic lunch and a blanket 

August 8   11 am  

Slichot 
in the sanctuary   September 12   11 pm
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We received this email from Blair Kaplan Venables, about whom we
wrote in our June 26, 2019 issue when Blair was the guest speaker at the
Jewish Child & Family Service AGM:

“My name is Blair Kaplan Venables, born and raised in the Winnipeg
Jewish community, and I recently published & launched a book during the
pandemic. 

“The book is about entrepreneurship and it’s called Pulsing Through My
Veins: Raw And Real Stories From An Entrepreneur. When I launched I
became a #1 best seller in a few categories on Amazon such as
Entrepreneurship and Hot New Releases in Women In Business.”

I asked Blair whether we might be able to obtain a review of her book
from some other source since we received a lot of books to review but can’t
always review them all. Blair sent the following review, which we present
here with the permission of the author and her online publication.

Pemberton entrepreneur releases 
debut business book

“Pulsing Through My Veins: 
Raw and Real Stories From An Entrepreneur” 
available on Amazon 

By ALYSSA NOEL
At the end of 2018, Blair

Kaplan Venables found out
her dad was terminally ill.

The news felt particularly
crushing because they had
only reconciled when
Kaplan Venables was in her
20s after many tumultuous
years. 

“My dad and I decided our
legacy piece was we’d share
our story together to help
people,” she says. “We
thought about sharing stories
of resiliency.”

While Kaplan Venables has writing experience as a long-time Sea to Sky
public relations professional, she decided to enrol in a Squamish writing
workshop to help her hone her chops for her debut book—an accomplish-
ment she had dreamed of since she was a little girl. 

t was during that workshop she realized, “the book I want to write will
be so much work,” she says. “I don’t want that to be my first work. It’s a
legacy piece for me and my dad. It’s so important. But [I had] always want-
ed to write a business book. So I decided to write a business book.”

To that end, Kaplan Venables is still collecting stories of resiliency from
around the world (visit iamresilient.info for more) with the aim of creating
a coffee table book, but she dove headfirst into writing a business book.
That project came to fruition in June when her self-published book Pulsing
Through My Veins: Raw and Real Stories From An Entrepreneur was offi-
cially released. 

“The goal of the book was to inspire entrepreneurs,” she says. “I learned
a lot of stuff the hard way so you don’t have to.”

It might have been her debut, but Kaplan Venables says the writing
process came easy. 

“I love writing so it was never a daunting task. I’ve been writing blogs
since blogs were a thing. I wasn’t writing a novel. I wasn’t writing fiction.
I was writing from personal experience,” she says.

While it is, at its core, a business book, she also delves into deeply per-
sonal stories too. Using her marketing skills, she spent the week leading up
to the book release promoting it before heading to Birkenhead Lake to dis-
connect away from cell service for the weekend.

“I didn’t feel vulnerable until people started buying my book,” she says.
“I freaked out.” 

The weight of it all hit her.
“I started going into my own head,” she says. “There’s a lot of self-doubt

because I am my worst critic.”
But when she returned home, she discovered the book had spent an entire

day as the best seller in the entrepreneurship category on Amazon. “For a
week—the whole first week—I was No. 1 in Hot New Releases in
Entrepreneurship and Hot New Releases in Women in Business,” she says.
“The category I wanted to get No. 1 in was Entrepreneurship and I did it.” 

While it’s been fulfilling to get feedback about the book from readers
around the world, it’s been a challenge to launch a new release during a
pandemic. But, Kaplan Venables has come up with some outside-the-box
solutions. 

For one, she’s going to be doing “roving readings” around Pemberton. 
“I can’t throw a big party, so instead I’m arranging for my friends to

show up in parks and driveways around Pemberton,” she says. “I’ll ride
around on my bike and do readings and make a video. I don’t know if any-
one has ever done it, but it seems fun.” 

Find the book . 
This article originally appeared in Pique Magazine

former Winnipegger 
Blair Kaplan Venables
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Medicine

Dr. Lorne Brandes on how the COVID-19 pandemic has affected how he now 
delivers medicine and some of the latest findings about the coronavirus

T
o further understand
the challenges and
changes resulting

from the pandemic, The
Jewish Post & News has
reached out to different
members of the communi-
ty to see how their lives

have been impacted. 
We contacted Dr. Lorne Brandes, who has had a

long career as an oncologist, but who, upon retiring
from that specialty, has been working as a practicing
internist at Eaton Place Medical Centre. We wanted
to know how  Dr. Brandes has adapted  to the restric-
tions imposed upon doctors such as him. 

Lorne Brandes received his  M.D. from the
University of Western Ontario in 1968, followed by
a Fellowship in Internal Medicine from the Royal
College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada. He
became a professor at the University of Manitoba in
1975, where he conducted cancer research and was a
tenured professor in the Faculty of Medicine, while
also being an oncologist at CancerCare Manitoba. 

I asked Dr. Brandes how Covid-19 has affected his work. 
He said that he is now primarily working from home, but that the Eaton

Place clinic remains open with several of his colleagues choosing to go into
the office a couple times a week. Dr. Brandes said, “It’s an interesting tran-
sition but one that has worked out well.” 

He went on to say that it’s been very easy to work from home since he
has the same clinical programs on his computer that are at the office.

“I can do consults with other doctors from home, order x-rays, CT scans,
MRIs, new prescriptions, old prescriptions, and blood work, I can do it all,”
he explained. The only thing Dr. Brandes said he couldn’t conduct from his
house were in-house examinations, but even that isn’t too much of a prob-
lem, he said, because most of his patients are follow-ups, so it’s quite easy
to do appointments over the phone.  

I asked him how then he was handling patient examinations, and if he
was just treating the phone consultations as pre-screenings?

Dr. Brandes answered that since most people nowadays have a cellphone,
they can take a picture of any physical findings like a rash or lump and send
that to him. He could then assess the image and make the proper referrals
or order any tests. 

He offered the following example how a phone screening could work: “If
I’m managing a patient with diabetes, I can send them to the lab to get their
bloodwork done a couple of days before the phone call and then I have it
to go over with them. I can make any changes to their medication that way.
A very high percentage of patients have their own blood pressure gauge at
home and to several of them I have recommended that if they are willing
to go buy one, they’re only $70 now. They can therefore measure their
blood pressure at home, take several readings, and then we can discuss it
over the phone, and I know how their blood pressure is doing and if their
medication is working well.” 

Dr. Brandes also noted that it’s much easier for people to consult online
rather than in person at the clinic because patients don’t need to drive
downtown and wait in a lobby for him. As a result, he added, almost every-
one keeps  their appointments over the phone and they are much less like-
ly to reschedule or cancel, especially since many people are staying at
home for a large portion of the day during the pandemic.

At that point in the interview we began to talk about the virus itself, and
the possibility of a vaccine being introduced in the near future. Dr Brandes
suggested that we’ll be very lucky to have a vaccine by halfway through
next year, but that he remains optimistic because there are multiple high-
tech vaccines currently in the works. Yet, he also issued a warning that
“There are a lot of unknowns… no vaccine is 100% effective, and that vac-
cines are less effective in older people.” 

However, he also said that, similar to a flu vaccine - which is by no means
100% protective, a coronavirus vaccine doesn’t necessarily need to protect
you from getting infected - it just needs to stop you from getting deadly
sick. Moreover, whether a vaccine “will give long term protection, or if
we’ll have to take it every year we just don’t know yet.”

I mentioned that I had read an Oxford study about the effect of the virus
on twins. According to that study fraternal twins showed a greater variation
in infections, whereas identical twins were likely either both be to be
immune to the virus or both identically susceptible to the coronavirus,
which  suggested a genetic predisposition to becoming infected. 

Dr. Brandes agreed, saying: “That makes a lot of sense. We know that
you do inherit your genes and they do determine your immune response to

a significant degree and that variations in the
immune response may well be genetically deter-
mined.” 

Dr. Brandes then offered this observation about
susceptibility to the virus: Apparently studies show
that people with Type A blood have a higher chance
of getting a severe case of COVID-19. However, Dr.
Brandes added the caveat that the blood type itself
may not be responsible.

“Is it the blood type itself?” he wondered. “Not
necessarily,” he continued, “because the blood type
gene is intimately linked with what we call the HLA
gene. Those are the tissue genes that are linked to the
immune system. So, there’s no question, it’s very
clear that there are huge differences in how people
react to this virus, that are very likely, in a major part
at least, linked to their immune system, and how
they’ve inherited their immunity.”

I then asked about “pre-existing conditions” and
which conditions specifically pose the greatest dan-
gers.

Dr Brandes replied, “There is a clear link between
worse outcomes in patients who have hyper-tension,

high blood pressure, diabetes and so on. The high blood pressure link is
very interesting because the receptor on the cells to which the virus links is
called the ACE2 receptor and many of the drugs that are used to treat blood
pressure bind to that receptor. So, whether having high blood pressure itself
is causing a severe interaction with the virus and that receptor, or being on
drugs which interact with that receptor, may modulate in a good way or bad
way… these are the things we are learning.” 

He went on to say that “We also know some young people have died from
the virus with no apparent pre-existing conditions so that maybe takes it
back to something in their immune system being wonky.” 

By

JON VAN DER VEEN

Dr. Lorne Brandes

How many of these guys do you recognize?

Gerry Posner sent us this picture, taken in 1956, of the men of Sigma
Alpha Mu Fraternity. (I’m not quite sure why.) Anyway, given the
folksy nature of this paper, it’s always fun for most of our readers to
take a trip back in time.

See how many of the names and faces you recognize (and hats off to
Gerry for his amazing memory):

Back Row: David Rosner, Solly Dreman, Lawrence Greenberg, Frank
Spivak, Mark Schulman
4th Row: Perry Rosemond, Ronald Greenberg, Frank Kanovsky,
Martin Brotman, Morris Steinberg, Max Blankstein, Martin
Freedman, Dan Abbott, Ted Medzon, Mort Knazen, D. Malchy? Sam
Linhart, Leo Liffmann
3rd Row: Lorne Scharfstein, Aubie Rusen, Ron Kleinfeld, Gerry
Medved, Dave Hallis, Richard Kroft, Neil Margolis, Donald Levene,
Gord Marantz, Barry Posner, Ken Posner, Barton Rossen, Sid Sheps,
Marvin Brooks, Ernest Rady
2nd Row: Bob Steiman, Martin Sadomsky, Martin Sinaisky, Paul
Nusgart, Joel Slater, Joe Wilder, Guy Kroft, Martin Buchwald, Ken
Cherniack, Ron Zimmerman, Murray Blankstein, Arnold Glass
Front Row: Harvey Lockshin, Ivan Berkowitz, Larry Gold, V.
Chernick, David Malchy, Leonard Greenberg, Lloyd Secter, Ken
Sodomosky, Aubrey Caplan
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Community news

Shalom Residences update
Ed. note: As part of our continuing effort to report on the impact that the

COVID-19 pandemic has had on all Jewish organizations and agencies in
this city, we present the following information about Shalom Residences,
based on an email exchange we had with Shalom Residences Executive
Director Nancy Hughes. 

We should note that we
were invited to attend a
mezuzah hanging event at
the newest Shalom
Residence at 841 Oxford
Street, where Rabbi
Yitzchok Charytan attached
mezuzahs to every room in
the house. Previously there
were only mezuzahs on the
front and rear door frames.
Since I was not allowed into
the house myself, I asked
Nancy Hughes to take my
camera with her and take
some pictures inside.

Following is information
Nancy Hughes provided us
about the situation re
Shalom Residences. I had
asked Nancy what specific
impact the coronavirus
and subsequent lockdown
has had on Shalom Residences:

We now have six homes rather than seven. This past year, we were sad-
dened by the deaths of two long-time residents. There were some internal
moves by residents to fill these vacancies and we closed a two-person rent-
ed home.

We now support 21 people living in the six homes, eight people in apart-
ments and three people in outreach.

We have one vacancy in one of the community residences (group
homes).  We want to be able to offer a home to someone to fill the exist-
ing vacancy before we would plan for any new home. As well, current-
ly there is very limited funding available for adults with intellectual dis-
abilities for group living.  Provincial government funding is given mainly
to people who have a critical need to move.

The area where we anticipate expanding the number of people is in apart-
ment living and outreach in the next while.

The most significant impact of the corona virus for us has been that the
day programs attended by most of the people we support have been closed
since mid-March.

This means all of those people have had to adapt to a big change in rou-
tine and we have had to provide a great deal of extra staffing for weekdays.

Our staff are required to wear masks and for a while also had to wear eye
shields.  The people we support became accustomed to staff in masks and
for the most part have gotten along very well staying home with their
housemates.  Only the three young people at Oxford St who you saw last
week have been attending day programs again.

We are particularly grateful for the support we receive from the Jewish
Foundation of Manitoba as well as the Jewish Federation of Winnipeg.
Above all, we are grateful to our staff who have worked throughout this
challenging time accepting the risks involved in front line care and pro-
viding comforting and positive support.

If you would like to contact Nancy Hughes to find out more about Shalom
Residences, her number is 204-582-7064.

Jewish Foundation did publish how much
specific organizations have received in 
emergency pandemic funding after all

By BERNIE BELLAN
Imagine my surprise when, despite being told that the Jewish Foundation

would not disclose how much funding specific organizations have received
from the Foundation in its three stage emergency funding process, which
began in April, I happened to be perusing the Jewish Foundation website
and, lo and behold, there are complete tables giving all that information.

And this, despite having reported twice, in our May 27 and June 24
issues that  “the Foundation continues to maintain, as Richard Yaffe (Board
Chair) put it, that  ‘To be respectful of a variety of unique circumstances
currently faced by individual organizations, at this time, we will leave the
disclosure of the amount they received to their discretion.’

“Richard Yaffe did add that information will be made public by the
Foundation in its 2020 Annual Report – so we’ll only have to wait one
more year to find out how much each organization has received and will
receive as a result of emergency funding during the pandemic...”

I have no idea why then the Foundation did publish the exact information
Richard said it would not disclose, but whatever the reason, here is what is
available on its website:

April, 2020 grants distributed to Jewish organizationsRabbi Yitzchok Charytan along with
Shalom Resident Micah Kraut ready to
affix a mezuzah to one of the doorframes
inside the house at 841 Oxford Street on
Thursday, July 23. Other residents there
are Melanie Halrprin and Josh
Manishen.

Spain adopts International Holocaust
Remembrance Alliance’s definition of anti-Semitism

July 22, 2020 (JTA) — The government of Spain has adopted the
International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance’s definition of anti-
Semitism.

The Federation of Jewish Communities of Spain issued a statement
Wednesday thanking the Spanish government for its decision.

The IHRA working definition describes various forms of anti-Semitism,
including hatred and discrimination against Jews, Holocaust denial and,
sometimes controversially, expressions of criticism of Israel.

Spain has been a member of the alliance since 2008. It is one of 34 mem-
ber countries.

In June, the parliament of the Spanish state the Balearic Islands
Autonomous Community passed legislation declaring the Boycott,
Divestment and Sanctions movement against Israel a form of anti-
Semitism as defined by the International Holocaust Remembrance
Alliance.

Spain’s judiciary has repeatedly defined BDS as a discriminatory
endeavor, but legislation reflecting this view rarely passes.
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DEBBY (SLOBINSKY) LEXIER 
May 28, 1929 to July 21, 2020

Athlete, aesthete,
early adopter, stylish
dresser, party-thrower,
voracious reader, world
traveler, prodigious note
writer, award-winning
gardener – these are but
a few of the many ways
to describe the one and
only, Debby Lexier. A
long-time River Heights
resident, born in the
north end of Winnipeg,
Debby and her husband

Easton designed their own Modernist home and
lived in it for over 60 years. Their house at 690
Lanark and their award-winning gardens were a
tremendous source of joy and pride. 

Debby graduated in 1950 with a Bachelor’s
Degree in Interior Design from the University of
Manitoba and quickly landed a job with GBR
Architects, where she was the first BID graduate
ever hired by an architectural office. Other “firsts”
include being a founding member and the first
President of the Interior Designer’s Institute of
Manitoba. In addition to numerous freelance pro-
jects, Debby wrote weekly articles on Interior
Design for The Winnipeg Tribune and was a lecturer
on Interior Design at adult evening school. She also
lent her expertise as a juror for the Premier’s Award
for Design Excellence, for the National Design
Council, and for the Canadian Awards for Business
Excellence. She represented Manitoba and Canada
on numerous committees, was the Director of the
Design Management Centre at the University of
Manitoba, and was the Executive Director of the
Manitoba Design Institute. Debby had a great inter-
est in travel and participated in many of the research
trips organized by the Study Tour of International
Design, which took her to Russia, Scandinavia,
Europe and China.

She appreciated well-made, well-considered
objects, and filled her house with progressive art and
design. She was known for her parties, which were
planned and colour-coordinated to the smallest
detail. She loved flowers – growing them, drawing
them and pressing them inside many of the books
found in her home. She was massively creative, and
supported and encouraged the creatively of others.

Debby Lexier was a cool auntie and a very
engaged grandparent. She created a world where the
ordinary became extraordinary, where no one was
allowed to be bored. Significant events were always
celebrated with sparklers.

Pre-deceased by her husband Easton earlier this
year, her parents Jack and Sarah, as well as sisters
Fraidla (Pollick) and Marcie (Raber), Debby leaves
daughter Jill Lexier (Neil Samuels), sons Jonathan
(Paula) Lexier and Micah Lexier (Guy Anderson),
grandchildren Josh Lexier, Suzanne Lexier and Lex
Samuels as well as some 50 nieces and nephews.

The family would like to thank the wonderful staff
and administration of The Saul & Claribel Simkin
Center, where Debby spent her final years, for their
care and attention. Special thanks to Lisa Gregg,
Debby’s caregiver and “angel”, for her love and
devotion. Tributes can be made to The Simkin
Centre.

ABRAHAM (ABE) SIMKIN 
Peacefully, with dig-

nity, and his family by
his side, Abe Simkin
passed away at Del Mar,
California on July 22,
2020 at the age of 98.
Abe was predeceased by
his wife Fan Simkin, his
parents, Fanny and
Samuel Simkin, his sib-
lings and their spouses,
Jen and Sam Cohen,
Clara  and Joe
Erlichman, Jim and Lil

Simkin,  Saul and Claribel Simkin , and  Blackie and
Jean Simkin, his brothers-in-law and sisters-in-law,
Sam and Leah Rosenberg,  Max Rosenberg, Becky
and Harry Rosenberg, and Becky and Irv Ruvinsky,
and his daughter-in-law Kathryn Simkin. He is sur-
vived and will forever be missed by his dear chil-
dren, Gary , Bernie (Carey) and Murray, his ten
grandchildren, Jennifer (Mathew) Kostrinsky, Jory
(Joelly) Simkin, Farrah (Ryan) O’Colman, Adam
Simkin, Sam (Rachel) Simkin, Ryan (Alli) Simkin,
Gayl (Jacob) Szmuilowicz, Erin (Josh) Allen, Jordan
(Sarah) Simkin, Carli (Jason) Kirkorsky, and fifteen
great-grandchildren, Hank and David Kostrinsky,
Zane, Emmett, Shae and Mattea Simkin, Jonah,
Penina and Vered Simkin,  Brady, Finley, Cody and
Kyla Simkin, and Joey and Lulu Simkin,  his broth-
er-in law and sisters-in law, Mickey and Pearl
Rosenberg, Annette Rosenberg, and Myna Simkin,
and his many nieces and nephews in the Simkin and
Rosenberg families.

The funeral was conducted at Rosh Pina Memorial
Park in Winnipeg on July 27th, 2020. Pallbearers
were Mickey Rosenberg, Joel Dudeck, Simon
Simkin, Jory Simkin, Zane Simkin, and Emmett
Simkin. Honorary Pallbearers were Mickey
Rosenberg, Jerry Cohen, Martin Erlichman, and
Frank Lavitt.

Abe’s vitality and exceptional abilities will be
missed throughout the Winnipeg, Palm Springs and
San Diego communities. He served his communities
as a lawyer, businessman, community builder, and
philanthropist. His business interests were extensive
and varied and included housing construction and
land development, nursing homes, pre-school day-
care facilities, book printing, and financial, trans-
portation, automotive, health care and communica-
tion services and support. His contributions to the
Jewish community in Winnipeg and abroad have
been honored by many. Abe’s philanthropic activities
extended to local, national, and Israeli charities. He
was a director of the Winnipeg Symphony Orchestra,
Manitoba Theatre Center, and the Canadian Council
of Christians and Jews. 

Abe’s greatest joy in life was family and friends.
He was a devoted husband to his wife Fan for 63
years, and a remarkably loving father, grandfather,
great-grandfather, and father figure to an extended
family.

He selflessly devoted himself to helping many
people and genuinely cared for their well-being. His
enthusiasm knew no bounds and he was an inspira-
tion to all who knew him. His passions were family,
music, politics, philanthropy and the law.

He is loved and will be remembered always by his
family and friends for his tireless energy, his good
humour, his generosity, his upbeat personality, his
modesty, and for the care and kindness he showed to
everyone. The family is forever grateful to have had
him in our lives.  Through his unconditional love,
and irresistible spirit he became a wonderful role
model to all his friends and family and was admired
and respected by everyone who met him. His loving
presence will endure in the hearts of his family and
friends forever.

The family thanks Sergio Ong and his family for
their care and support. Donations may be made to the
Jewish Educational Trust Fund - Abe & Fan Simkin,
at the Jewish Foundation of Manitoba, or the charity
of your choice.

CHERYL ANNE (LAVITT) LAZAR 
November 2, 1965 - June 30, 2020

After a long and coura-
geous battle with can-
cer, Cheryl Anne Lazar,
loving wife, mother,
daughter, sister and
aunt, passed away on
June 30, 2020 in
Winnipeg, Manitoba. 

When she was first
diagnosed with breast
cancer in the summer of
2008, Cheryl was told
that she had two years

left. Always a fighter, she managed to add an extra
decade to her life, living a relatively full life until her
last month.
Cheryl was born in Winnipeg on November 2, 1965

to Adam and Judy (Schaffer) Lavitt, the second of
four daughters. Cheryl grew up in the Garden City
area of Winnipeg, and attended school at Talmud
Torah, Forest Park School, Jefferson Junior High
School, and Garden City Collegiate. 

After graduating high school, Cheryl entered the
Faculty of Commerce at the University of Manitoba,
graduating with a Bachelor of Commerce degree.
After graduation she entered the work force as an
auditor, spending most of her career with Arctic
Cooperatives Ltd.. As an auditor with ACL, she got
to travel to many far north communities, which
appealed to her adventurous spirit. She came to
know and appreciate the people and culture of the
Inuit of the far north. 
Cheryl had a free-spirited, outgoing personality, and

made friends easily. While accompanying some
friends to a party in 1988, she introduced herself to
the party host, Michael Lazar. After “running in to”
each other several times over the next few months,
they began to date. On April 1, 1990, while seated on
“The Climbing Tree” in Kildonan Park, Michael pro-
posed to Cheryl, and they were married on August 4,
1991. In keeping with Cheryl’s thirst for adventure,
Cheryl and Michael honeymooned by backpacking
their way through France, Switzerland, Austria,
Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and Israel.  

Family and friends were very important to Cheryl.
She was a dedicated soccer mom (and hockey mom,
basketball mom, and baseball mom) to her three chil-
dren. She was a cheerleader for their exploits in the
arts and theatre, and always ready to help “encour-
age” them to finish their homework. She nourished
and      relished in long-term friendships from her
days in Garden City, with her “Commerce Girls”, her
friends from the Atah young Jewish adults group,
from the neighborhood on Embassy Lane and later
on Driscoll Crescent, from Congregation Etz
Chayim, and many other friends that she made along
the way. She was always there to celebrate good
times, and to comfort in hard times.

Cheryl was pre-deceased by her father, Adam
Lavitt, her grandparents, Liselotte and Abraham
Schaffer and Harry and Eda Lavitt, and her in-laws,
Rhona and Ronald Lazar. She is survived by her hus-
band,      Michael Lazar, her three sons, Elliot,
Gabriel and Levi Lazar, her sisters Helen Lavitt-
Smith (Carey), Debby Lavitt, and Susan Boyd
(Ryan), her nephews and nieces Shannon (Jeff),
Jeremy, Benji, Breanne, Brooke, Rory, Ezra (Sonia),
Yona, Galya, Gilon, Casey, Solly, Aaron, Rachel and
Jack, and great-nephews Max and Noah.

Cheryl’s funeral was held at the Rosh Pina
Memorial Park, officiated by Rabbi Kliel Rose and
Cantor Tracy Kasner. Pallbearers were Bert Schaffer,
Allan Schaffer, Ron Worb, Gary Lazar, Matthew
Lazar, and Joel Kay. 

Cheryl’s family would like to thank her oncol-
ogist, Dr. Valerie Gordon, and the doctors and
nurses at the Health Science Centre. They would
also like to thank the many family members and
friends who have lent their support both during
Cheryl’s illness and following her passing.
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MEMORIAMS
WEEK OF
AUGUST 5

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ISADORE
ISRAEL

SILVERMAN
who passed away
August 8, 1981
8 Days in Av

Loving memories will never die.
—Sadly missed by his
children, grandchildren,
great-grandchildren and
family.

In loving memory of

CLARA
HAMOVICH

who passed away
July 25, 2002
16 Days in Av

—Lovingly remembered and
sadly missed by her  children,
grandchildren, and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam
18th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

FANNY MOCK
(nee GERB)

who passed away
August 5, 2018
24 days in Av

Forever in our Hearts and
Always in our Thoughts.
—  Loved and remembered by
her  children, her grand-
children and her great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In Memoriam

In loving memory ofSAM
LAZARECK

who passed away
May 23, 1976

23 Days in Iyar

ANNA
LAZARECK

who passed away
September 6, 1989

6 Days in Elul
- Forever missed by your children and grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

JAKOB LEWIN
who passed away
August 3, 2003

6 days in Av
— Missed by  son Viktor,  grandchildren Brianne and Eli and
family.

17th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of our
beloved

DAVID LUDWIG
who passed away

July 21, 1999;
the eighth day of Av

This month comes with deep
regret as it brings back a day
we will never forget. Our world
fell apart when we lost you.
Memories of you are present
daily through so many things.
Never a day goes by without
mentioning your name.

G-d has you in his keeping.
We have you in our hearts.

— You are loved and missed
by your family and friends.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

PHILIP PERLOV
who passed away

July 17, 2002
9 Days in Av

— Always remembered and
sadly missed by his children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

— Lovingly remembered and sadly missed by their children and
grandchildren.

DON
GLIMCHER

who passed away
August 28, 2012
10 days in Elul

IDA
GLIMCHER

who passed away
August 8, 2015
23 days in Av

In loving memory of

ANN MOSER
who passed away
August 14th, 2006

20 Days in Av
—  Lovingly remembered and
missed every day by your
children, grandchildren, and
friends.

In MemoriamIn Memoriam
37th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

GILDA KATZ
who passed away

July 30, 1983
20 Days in Av

— You are with us forever,
dearly loved and forever
missed day by day by your
children, grandchildren, sister
and family.

In loving memory of

SHONA
GOORVICH

August 12, 1998
21 Days in Av

Deeply missed every day
Your gentle spirit guides our
way
— Lovingly remembered by
her parents, brother,
grandmother and family.

In Memoriam

RACHMIEL
BERGMAN

who passed away
23 days in Tammuz, 1991

RUTH
BERGMAN

who passed away
22 days in Av, 2013

— Lovingly remembered by their children, grandchildren, great-
grandchildren and family.

In MemoriamIn MemoriamIn MemoriamIn MemoriamIn Memoriam
In loving memory of

ROCHELLE “COOKY” ELKUN 
February 6, 1945 - July 24, 2020. 

Rochelle “Cooky”
Elkun Passed away
Friday, July 24, 2020
after a brief but heroic
battle with leukemia.
Cooky was a wonderful
devoted daughter, sister,
aunt, great aunt and
friend.  Her dog Brandi
was her constant
companion until she
went to doggy heaven.

Cooky was pre-
deceased by her loving

parents Deby and Louie Blank.  She is survived by
her sister Sheila and brother-in law-Sheldon Altman;
niece Barbara Altman and her children Lewis and
Deby McIntosh;  niece Michelle Altman and
daughter Jade Hrynyk; and nephew Richard Altman.
Cooky is also survived by many close family
members and  friends to whom she was very
devoted.  

Cooky lived in West Kildonan where she attended
Victory Elementary School, Edmond Partridge
Junior High, and West Kildonan Collegiate.  After
high school she went to work at General Distributors
until she married in 1964.  She moved to Detroit,
Michigan and also lived in Chicago.  Cooky returned
to Winnipeg in 1971 and remained here until her
death.  Over the years Cooky loved to travel,
spending summers in Winnipeg Beach and winters in
Florida.

Cooky will always be remembered and deeply
missed.
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— Forever loved and always remembered by your children, Jerry
and Gloria Moscovitch and your grandchildren, great-
grandchildren and great-great-grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MORRIS
MOSCOVITCH

who passed away
August 11, 1962

14 days in Av

JENNIE
MOSCOVITCH

who passed away
August 28, 1986

24 days in Av

In Memoriam

On the 22nd Yahrzeit
of our beloved

MARK ALAN
MASARSKY

who passed away
August 6, 1998

15th of Av
— Lovingly remembered,
always in our heart as a
wonderful, son, brother,
brother-in-law and uncle.

In Memoriam
7th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

SADIE MOSS
who passed away

July 23, 2013
16 Days in Av

Always in our thoughts.
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her loving children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

FISHEL
RUTMAN
who passed away
August 13, 1995

17 days in Av

In loving memory of

— Always remembered and sadly missed by their children and
grandchildren.

LUBA
RUTMAN
who passed away
August 18, 2015
3 Days in Elul

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MICHAEL RONNIE
STONE

who passed away
August 18th, 1997

15 Days in Av
You are always in our hearts
and our minds.
Forever missed and never
forgotten.
— Sincerely loved by your
parents Norman and Rachelle,
twin brother Bryan (Alda) and
sister Faith-Ann (Lorne),
nephew Aaron, and niece
Mica.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

IRENE
RABINOVITCH

who passed away
September 1, 1959

28 Days in Av, 5719
—Ever remembered by her
children, grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.

In Memoriam
22nd Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

JACK ISAAC
"IKE" GLESBY

who passed away
August 16, 1998
24 Days in Av

Always in our thoughts
And forever in our hearts
— Your 4 daughters,
7 granddaughters, 8 great-
granddaughters and your
namesake, Ike.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ETHEL BIRKS
who passed away
August 26, 1997
23 Days in Av

Sadly missed along life's way
Quietly remembered every day
No longer in our life to share
But in our hearts she is always
there
— Your loving children,
grandchildren, great-
grandchildren and family.

In Memoriam
11th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

SHARON TOBI
SHINEWALD

(NEE PUTTER)
December 16, 1944 -

August 5, 2009
15 Days in Av 5769

— Loved, missed and
remembered by husband
Edward; children Benjamin
and Marice, Alix and Todd,
Jeremy and Samantha, and
Michael and Marissa;
grandchildren Orly and Talia,
Shai and Ezra, Maya,
Margaux  and  Leo,  Lily,
Ruby and Saul; siblings
Judith, David and Daniel;
mother-in-law Sophie; family
and friends. 

In Memoriam
18th Yahrzeit

HAROLD
SHUKSTER

who passed away
September 18, 2002

3rd Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

All our Love, All our Life
Missing you both,

— Love from your children, grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

CLARICE
SHUKSTER

who passed away
August 17, 2017

In loving memory of our
beloved

father and grandfather

BURRICH
BARSKY
who passed away

July 29, 1969
14 days in Av

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his children and
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SAMUEL
ODWAK

who passed away
August 19, 2005
14 Days in Av

— He will be fondly
remembered by his wife,
children, grandchildren,
brother, sisters, cousins and
all their families and friends.

In loving memory of

ALAN LEVINE
who passed away
August 19, 2014

23 days in Av
— Lovingly remembered by
his sister Marcia.

In Memoriam

In Memoriam

In loving memory of
IRVING

ROSSMAN
who passed away
August 5, 1998
13 Days in Av

— Lovingly remembered and
sadly missed by his children
Dale and Penny, grand-
daughter Robyn and great-
grandchildren Savanna and
Riley.

MEMORIAMS
WEEK OF

AUGUST 12
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In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MARTIN LEVITT
who passed away
August 16, 2011

— Lovingly remembered and
greatly missed by his wife,
children and grandchildren

In loving memory of

MEYER
COSMAN
who passed away
August 12, 2006
2 Days in Shevat

— Lovingly remembered and
sadly missed by Lois, Barb,
Lorne, Willow, Danielle and
Justin.

In Memoriam
14th Yahrzeit

7th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

IRMA PENN
who passed away

July 30, 2013
23 days in Av

— Lovingly remembered and
missed by family and friends.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

PHILIP LINDER
who passed away
August 6, 1956

25 days in Av 5716
— Ever remembered by
Sheila and Elvin,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In loving memory of

BERDIE COHEN
who passed away
August 14, 1993

27 Days in Av, 5754
— Lovingly remembered by
your children, grandchildren
and great-grandchildren.

In Memoriam
27th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of our
dear husband, father

& grandfather

WILLIAM
SIMCES

who passed away
August 11th, 1969

27 Days in Av
— Always loved and forever
remembered by his wife,
children, and grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

BETTY
SCHWARTZ

who passed away
August 27, 2003
28th Day of Av

— Truly loved and deeply
missed by her children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SYLVIA DIXON-
SILVERMAN

who passed away
August 12, 2000

11 days in Av
— Always remembered and
sadly missed by her children
Howard Dixon and Laureen
Bleet (Jack) and grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of my
husband

MICHAEL
RONNIE STONE

who passed away
August 18, 1997
15 Days in Av

Always in my thoughts
Forever in my heart.
— Haley.

23rd Yahrzeit

We spoke with Jewish Currents
about Seth Rogen, young Jews 
and that Peter Beinart essay

By LAURA ADKINS
WOODMERE, N.Y. (JTA) —   When the magazine Jewish Currents

published an essay by Peter Beinart titled “Yavne: A Jewish Case for
Equality in Israel-Palestine” it sent shockwaves through the corner of the
Jewish world in which the future of Israel is hotly debated. In the essay,
Beinart explained why he’s given up hope in a two-state solution and
instead will advocate now for a binational Israel-Palestine with equal rights
for all.

In this wide-ranging conversation, the Jewish Telegraphic Agency spoke
with Arielle Angel, Jewish Currents’ editor, about the magazine, its mis-
sion, the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and the identity crises facing today’s
young Jews. 

This conversation has been edited for length and clarity.
JTA: Jewish Currents started in 1946, committed to, as you say on your

site, “the rich tradition of thought, activism and culture of the Jewish
left.” What does that mean in 2020? What is the vision you’re building
in terms of what that looks like in practice?

Angel: This magazine has been in continuous print since 1946, but there
have been real breakages in this lineage. The magazine was originally an
organ of the Communist Party — which, of course, was an extremely com-
mon thing in the Jewish community, particularly in New York — until it
became clear what was really going on in the Soviet Union. And then the
people around Jewish Currents had to figure out well, where do we go
from here? 

The boomer generation’s relative economic plenty coincided with a time
where the Jewish community was moving into whiteness and the middle
class. Those processes took them away from a radical tradition, and on top
of that, the Jewish communal structure was really changing its orientation.
At the time where this magazine was founded, even the Reform movement
was not yet Zionist.

The radical or leftist lineage and their values became subservient to other
goals that the community had, which were about economic uplift and
Zionism.  

By the time our parents entered political consciousness, most American
Jews were middle-class people in professionalized jobs. Now most of us
are downwardly mobile. We have an Israel that is exhibiting increasing lev-
els of authoritarianism. And the calculus that our parents made is no longer
working. 

We are not the direct descendants of Jewish Currents’ original lineage in
most cases, and yet we are sort of reaching back into that lineage and ask-
ing, for example, why was it buried? 

When I think of the of the Jewish media story in New York in particu-
lar, it’s so inextricably linked with the labor movement and Lower East
Side Ashkenazi immigrants, and I think you explained very well that kind
of swing to our parents’ generation of economic prosperity and Jews
really, fully assimilating to a certain extent in the United States. We grew
up in the system that is being critiqued as opposed to earlier generations
who are really new arrivals and saw the problems with fresh eyes.

It’s not like it happened by accident. There were wealthy Jews who did
not like the politics of the rabble-rousing, radical Jews, and they created the
central bodies of Jewish leadership that exist today, like the ADL and the
AJC. These organizations are not democratic, not based in the values of
those “downtown Jews,” and that was done on purpose. Big donors to insti-
tutions like JTS, for example, changed the nature of religious education,
which filtered down to the synagogues — they used to be more participa-
tory, more of a community space, and now, they’ve become more quiet,
more controlled. These things were done on purpose to try to create a
vision of a Jewish white upper-class society — and it worked.

I’m wondering how the messages and the values of the Jewish left in
the early to mid-1900s translate to an overwhelmingly very well educat-
ed, very high socioeconomic class of readers?

Well, I think that this gets at the generational question. On a certain level,
whether you were raised with money or not, you’re probably not earning
more than your parents or able to buy a house with your nonprofit job. Your
job is probably precarious. We may have been raised in certain kinds of
families — which, let’s just also be clear, a lot of people were not — but
we are still not feeling secure, and the resurgence of white nationalism
since President Trump’s election compounded these fears. So suddenly, the
machinations of state power and the way that state power has come to bear
on Jewish history, and the way that it’s coming to bear on other groups of
people in the United States, the echoes become hard to ignore.

I think you see, both in the United States and in Israel and the
Palestinian territories, this kind of reawakening of more radical ideas.
Younger Israelis are more right-wing politically than their parents.
Younger Palestinians don’t necessarily feel the same way as their parents
about Israeli nationalism and Palestinian nationalism. There seems to be
a lot of interesting things going on with just the re-radicalization of
young, politically minded people. 

I think everyone can feel that we are closer to some kind of break. It does
feel a bit like the older generation is not paying attention to those structur-
al limits. Even though Israeli society is moving [more to the right], they’re
also responding to that same reality. Their position is basically saying “we
need to get rid of Continued on page 20. See “Jewish Currents”.
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Synagogue news

The pandemic’s first High Holiday season has synagogues wondering: 
Will people pay dues?

By BEN SALES 
(JTA) — Like many synagogues, Temple B’nai Hayim used to rely on

the High Holiday season to survive financially.
The small Conservative synagogue in Southern California would receive

the lion’s share of its revenue in the run-up to the holidays: Members sent
in their annual dues, which included entry to High Holiday services, and
non-members purchased tickets just for the High Holidays.

But with the option of holding regular in-person High Holiday services
off the table due to the coronavirus, the synagogue is anticipating a decline
in revenue this year and responding by reimagining its financial model
from the ground up. Going forward, as long as congregants give any con-
tribution, they get access to everything the synagogue offers: High Holiday
services, a bar/bat mitzvah ceremony, even religious school — virtually for
now, someday in person. Annual membership dues, which once cost $2,000
per two-parent household, will be abolished.

“We know a lot of people are hurting, and even if they give us a penny,
we know they are a true friend,” said Rabbi Jason van Leeuwen, the syna-
gogue’s cantor. He added: “We should be worried, and I don’t think we
should reasonably expect this new model to cover all of our expenses.”

Across the country, synagogues are bracing for a significant reduction in
revenues. Though many are seeing increased attendance at virtual services,
without the annual cash infusion that in-person High Holiday services
bring, and with community members under financial pressure, congrega-
tions across the denominational spectrum aren’t sure how they’ll make
ends meet this year.

“They’re expecting that their revenue will be down, in some ways, for the
next year,” said Amy Asin, the Union for Reform Judaism’s vice president
for strengthening congregations.

“Congregations are places, now more than they have been in the past,
where people want to belong,” she said. “That doesn’t mean that they’re in
a financial position to pay what they’ve paid in the past.”

Adas Israel, a 1,700-member Conservative synagogue in Washington,
D.C., is expecting a 20% drop in revenue this year even as it has seen a
spike in attendance at its online services. One recent Friday evening service
had about 1,600 screens tuned in — or nearly one for each member house-
hold.

To keep congregants comfortable, the synagogue is not planning to
increase its annual dues this year, which can run to more than $3,000. And
it’s also hoping to save on expenses it no longer has, like food for kiddush
after services. But whether Adas Israel can avoid any layoffs among its 170
employees as the synagogue moves into an unprecedented future remains
unclear.

“My crystal ball broke a long time ago,” said Laurie Aladjem, the con-
gregation’s president. “I believe that many of our members join and affili-
ate with Adas Israel not just for the High Holidays. We have a really robust
education department both for children and adults. We have a preschool.
We have a religious school that is bursting at the seams. We have really
robust adult education programming.”

For many U.S. synagogues, a fixed yearly membership payment has usu-
ally included a High Holiday ticket, with nonmembers paying for a seat for
the Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur services. (Discounts on fees are often
reduced based on need, and few synagogues actively turn away those who
want to attend services.) Because so many people generally pack the sanc-
tuary on those days, the holidays are often the driver of synagogue revenue.

That’s true across denominations, though it’s especially pronounced in
non-Orthodox congregations. Congregation Rodeph Shalom, a large
Reform synagogue in Philadelphia, would get 150 or 200 people at its
Friday night service — and 10 times that number on the night of Yom
Kippur. Beth Jacob Congregation, an Orthodox synagogue in Beverly
Hills, California, sees as many as four times its normal Shabbat attendance
on the Day of Atonement.

“We hope people understand that when they are buying a High Holiday
ticket, what they’re really doing is supporting the synagogue in its ability
to exist throughout the year,” said Rabbi Jacob Blumenthal, CEO of the
United Synagogue of Conservative Judaism and the Conservative
Rabbinical Assembly.

On the whole, High Holiday revenue is less critical to synagogues than it
used to be, according to Rabbi Daniel Judson, one of the authors of a 2016
UJA-Federation study which found that 57 synagogues nationwide had
eliminated annual dues entirely and now just ask for donations. As more
synagogues are making their High Holiday services free, they are less
dependent on the revenue they once generated.

Judson said, however, that those who donate to synagogues around this
time of year do so regardless of the fee structure, and this year will likely
be tough going. Historically, he said, for a medium-size synagogue, 60% of
annual revenue comes from annual dues.

“I think synagogues are less dependent on High Holiday revenue than

they’ve ever been before,” said Judson, dean of graduate leadership pro-
grams at Hebrew College near Boston. “But it’s still part of the regular cal-
endar that people pay their dues so that they’re ready for the High
Holidays.”

Orthodox synagogues may have an advantage, as surveys show that
Orthodox Jews are more likely to attend synagogue regularly rather than
just for the High Holidays. Still, Orthodox synagogues may see a drop in
revenue, said Rabbi Adir Posy, the Orthodox Union’s director of synagogue
and community services. That issue, he said, could be particularly pro-
nounced in large cities with big Orthodox communities, where families
may bounce between synagogues and not feel a particular connection to
one congregation.

“A larger percentage of our membership have robust connections to com-
munal activity through the shuls throughout the whole year, so it’s a con-
versation that is not waking up for the weeks before the High Holidays,”
Posy, an associate rabbi at Beth Jacob in Beverly Hills, said in discussing
Orthodox synagogues in general. “That being said, we are seeing syna-
gogues that are getting a lot more membership forms mailed back with
associate memberships or limited things.”

Rodeph Shalom, the Reform synagogue in Philadelphia, has three mem-
bership tiers for its 1,000 members, and also allows for reductions if need-
ed. It’s maintaining that system, but plans to make its livestream High
Holiday services open to the public for free.

Senior Rabbi Jill Maderer said she isn’t sure what the lack of High
Holiday tickets will mean for the synagogue’s bottom line, but believes that
opening the prayers to the public is the right choice this year.

“We feel this is an opportunity to recognize people’s spiritual needs
across the community, and to open our tent to the broader community,” she
said. “I am concerned, and I am also extremely curious, as to whether peo-
ple will show the commitment without that stick hanging over them. And
I’m not afraid. I really believe in the community.”

these people, we need to move
them out, or we need to expel
them, or we need to make sure
that they’re contained.” The hard

line is abhorrent, but it’s an internally consistent position because it makes
a decisive choice about a situation whose reality can no longer be denied
or delayed. 

I think that’s a good segue into talking about  Beinart’s essay for
Jewish Currents in which he revealed he has lost hope in a two-state
solution and is instead now advocating for a binational state with equal
rights. What have the reactions been like? Is it what you expected? 

It is what we expected. I mean, I was extremely aware of the critique we
were going to get from the left about Peter’s positioning and about some of
the terms of the argument. We knew that was coming. As the editor, I tried
to correct for that as much as I could. At the same time, I think Peter was
very aware of being edited from his left and speaking in some ways to his
right. The response from the mainstream Jewish community was very
expected, and in fact, I think it actually went better than I thought in that
he mostly wasn’t “excommunicated” or anything like that.

I expected that people would attack him. I certainly didn’t expect that the
organizations that have put their hopes in the two-state solution and have
refused to engage with the reality on the ground would just suddenly say,
“yeah, Peter, you’re right.” But I also saw the immediate impact on people
who have been struggling with this and looking for a way to move forward.
And we did hear from a lot of people along those lines.

From the outside, Jewish Currents has a reputation — even though it’s
been around forever — of being young, scrappy, fresh and really push-
ing lines on things. And Peter has been around for a long time as an
American intellectual voice of the Jewish pro-Zionist left. Walk me
through the vision and expectations of bringing someone like Peter onto
Jewish Currents.

I think it was a very interesting decision for him to come to work with us,
and it wasn’t something that I expected when we took over Jewish
Currents. 

I do think that for Peter, there’s a question of what his legacy will be, the
direction that he’s going and who he is in conversation with. I think that for
most of his career, he’s been in conversation with his parents’ generation
on some level.

Peter is very adept at figuring out where the mainstream conversation is
going, and also at figuring out who in the Jewish community he might be
able to have the most interesting conversations with. I can’t speak for Peter,
but I think there may have been a sense for him that the conversation he
had been having was not as interesting anymore, and that in order to move
into the future and actually move to where the conversation is going, he
might have to start talking more to the next generation. I think we see that
in a lot of the responses to his piece by community leaders and thinkers: A
lot of people actual-

Jewish Currents
(Continued from page 19.)

Continued on page 22. See “Jewish Currents”.



As for our community’s largest
congregations, both
Congregation Etz Chayim and
the Shaarey Zedek will be offer-

ing virtual Yom Tov services – just as they have since the province went
into lockdown in late March. 

“We still have to be cautious,” says Ian Staniloff, Congregation Shaarey
Zedek’s Executive Director.  “Although the government has raised the
maximum number of people who can gather indoors to 30% of capacity or
500 (whichever is less) and we may allow some in-person attendance, all
of our High Holiday services will be live-streamed.”

(Last year, the Shaarey Zedek reported an attendance of more than 1,700
for the High Holidays.)

“We have begun asking the members of our congregation if they would
be interested in attending in person, but there has not been much response
yet.  If we do have some people who would want to come, we would limit
the numbers, have people at the door to take their temperatures, maintain-
ing social distancing and sanitizing the seats.”

Staniloff adds that the synagogue has a new set of mahzorim that would
be distributed to people who are following online so that they could better
follow the service.

He points out that Shaarey Zedek has been livestreaming services for sev-
eral years now.

He further adds that, although the synagogue has been closed to the pub-
lic since the lockdown began, Shaarey Zedek will soon begin to host B’nai
Mitzvahs again – including some that were scheduled for the spring and
had been postponed.  

“We will be limiting the number of people in attendance to 50 and requir-
ing everyone to wear masks except when called to the Torah,” he notes.
“We will be maintaining social distancing.

“And, rather than buffet kiddushes, we will have servers behind plexi-
glass partitions.

“We will be trying to phase our services back in on a smaller scale at
first and see what shortcomings we may have to address.”

Congregation Etz Chayim (where High Holiday attendance last year
was about 850) will be offering only a virtual service this year - with the
exception of ten people to form an in-person minyan.

“After careful consideration, for the safety of our members and Clergy,
and given the uncertainty of distancing requirements, Congregation Etz
Chayim concluded that we must offer our High Holiday Services online
this year,” writes executive director Jonathan Buchwald in a letter to con-
gregation members. 

“While services are going to look, sound and feel very different than
what we are used to, Rabbi Kliel, Cantor Tracy and our entire Ritual team
will offer a most meaningful and memorable “Virtual Sanctuary” for Rosh
Hashanah and Yom Kippur”.   Our own Virtual Voices choral ensemble
under the direction of Sarah Sommer will bring a special depth and beauty
to our services.  We are also excited to announce that we will be using a
new Mahzor this year, made possible by the very generous gift of a mem-
ber family.

Also in Etz Chayim’s  planning is an outdoor patio Selichot service
(Saturday, September 12); Erev Rosh Hashanah Mincha and Ma’ariv ser-
vices (Friday, September 18); and Tashlich the 2nd day of Rosh Hashanah
(Sunday September 19) – weather permitting.  

Rounding out our community’s Conservative congregations is the Chevra
Mishanyes congregation in Garden City. The Chevra Mishnayes
Synagogue is planning on having in-person services for the High Holidays
but, congregation President Marshall Kneller reports, “we are not sure what
it will look like yet.  We are still working on the details in consultation with
our members.” 

Temple Shalom, our community’s only Reform Congregation, will hold
high holiday services entirely online - accessible either via a Zoom link or
streamed live on the congregation’s website: ,  or on Facebook Live at   -–
as has been the practice for Shabbat services for  the past several months.
Ruth Livingston, the congregation’s co-President, reports that certain parts
of the High Holiday service will only be available online for Temple
Shalom members.

For Orthodox congregations in the city, virtual services are not possible.
The board of Adas Yeshurun Herzlia congregation – our communty’s
largest Orthodox shul – is still working out the details for Yom Tov.  “We
plan to be open and have services indoors,” says President Jack Craven.
“We are considering shorter services for Rosh Hashonah and may have two
same day services if time permits.”

He notes that attendance will be restricted to 50 or, possibly 75 people
(now that the province has raised the maximum number of people allowed
in an indoor venue) and masks will be mandatory. (The sanctuary under
normal circumstances can accommodate up to 300.)

The Lubavitch Centre resumed twice-daily minyanim several weeks ago.
“We have even hosted three bar mitzvahs over the past few weeks,” reports
Rabbi Avrahom Altein, Chabad’s long time spiritual leader in Winnipeg.

“We have moved the women’s section out of our big shul, are only allow-
ing family members to sit together and, for kiddushes, all of the food is pre-
pared and packaged ahead of time with people eating at their tables.”

What will make preparing for Yom Tov a little more difficult, he notes, is
that the Lubavitch Centre traditionally doesn’t sell seats.  “We are going to
have to try to get people to register this year,” he says.  “We could take out
the tables to create more room – but we have to be careful about numbers.
We will have lesser numbers though.”

And, whereas the tradition is that men being honoured with aliyahs come
up to the bimah, recite the brachas while standing beside the Torah reader,
and then follow along as the Torah reader reads, now those receiving
aliyahs will say the bracha, then sit down again.   

In north Winnipeg, the three Orthodox shuls are the Chavurat Tefila
Congregation in West Kildonan, the Talmud Torah Beth Jacob Synagogue
on Main Street and the House of Ashkenazi on Burrows Avenue.  

The House of Ashkenazi has, over the past few years, been open only for
morning minyanim during the week (and Sunday) and for Yom Tov.
President Gary Minuk reports that the congregation is planning to restart
morning services in mid-August and is planning on High Holiday services.
Masks will be compulsory.

The Chavurat Tefila Congregation began having Shabbat morning ser-
vices and yahrzeit minyanim again in late May.  Masks will be on hand at
Yom Tov for those who require them and hand sanitizer is also by the
entrance.

The Talmud Torah Beth Jacob’s plans are still uncertain.
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Synagogue plans
(Continued from page 1.)



ly didn’t engage with the content of the
piece and used it as an opportunity to
just reiterate the same old talking

points. To me it seems like he made a decision about what the more honest
conversation to be having is right now, and the ways that conversation will
have to move in order to achieve something that resembles a just solution.

Peter notes that the centers of Jewish power are pro-Israel and that
Israel has become the core tenet of American Jewish identity. But I think
there might be a subtle distinction between identifying as pro-Israel,
which  97% of American Jews do, and how people are actually operating
day to day. I don’t actually know if Israel is such a focal point of
American Jewish identity.

We have some good polling, but we don’t have enough polling to actual-
ly know. What we do know is that Israel is the last [legislative] priority
among American Jews. Beating Trump is the No. 1 priority, but then you
have health care, immigration, all the things that progressive Americans
care about because most American Jews are progressive. Israel may be at
the heart of mainstream Jewish identity, but it is not the primary concern
for American Jews. 

Also, we don’t know what they mean when they say “pro-Israel.” If you
start to probe on what American Jews think should happen to Israel, if they
had to choose between it being a democracy and the Jewish state, for
instance, you get a much higher percentage of people saying it should be a
democracy. Turns out American Jews care about democracy quite a bit.

Already we know that Israel is not a democracy — that millions of
Palestinians cannot vote for the government which controls their lives —
and annexation gives us an opportunity to say definitively “this will be a

non-democracy, this will be an apartheid-like situation.” So I do think that
the more this penetrates the American Jewish consciousness, the more
you’re going to see people really questioning what it means to be pro-
Israel. 

I listened to the Marc Maron interview with Seth Rogen this morning.
It was a fascinating conversation, but something that really stood out to
me is this juxtaposition: Seth Rogen grew up going to liberal Jewish sum-
mer camp. He didn’t live in a particularly observant family. He brings up
in the podcast that he doesn’t  believe in religion or religious motivations
for being in Israel having any weight. But also, he talks about sitting
shiva and mourning rituals and how, as he gets older, those things begin
to take a more central role in his life while simultaneously having very
passionate feelings that Israel doesn’t speak for his Judaism. It’s not
where he’s engaging. do, and how people are actually operating day to
day. I don’t actually know if Israel is such a focal point of American
Jewish identity.

I didn’t get the sense from listening that he necessarily has thought
much about two states versus one state versus anything. I think there’s a
lot to unpack there because I would speculate — and I’m curious to hear
your perspective — that among non-Orthodox Jews under 40, that com-
bination of general apathy about Israel put together with kind of ques-
tioning what role formalized Judaism has to play in their modern exis-
tence is something that’s far more interesting for them to engage with
than the politics of the Middle East.

I think a lot of us are going through some measure of this kind of thing.
And I do think that
the real tragedy in
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Shaarey Zedek Cemetery update
By BERNIE BELLAN

In previous issues we reported on changes the
Shaarey Zedek had made to the maintenance of its
cemetery as a result of the pandemic.

In our June 10 issue we noted that the synagogue
board had decided to forego the planting of flowers on
graves that would ordinarily have had flowers planted
in keeping with perpetual care agreements.

In an email issued by the Shaarey Zedek in late May,
recipients of the email were told that, notwithstanding
the commitment that “Perpetual Care shall include
the planting of flowers, (emphasis ours) cutting of
grass, changing the soil and sod, renovating of con-
crete (if same surrounds the plot), as determined nec-
essary by the Cemetery Committee in its sole discre-
tion… After a lengthy discussion and in consideration
of the unique situation this year due to the Coronavirus,
the Cemetery Committee agreed unanimously to sus-
pend the purchase and planting of flowers for this
year.”

Not surprisingly, therefore, the conditions of gravesites that had, until this
year, been planted with flowers, began to be festooned with weeds.

On July 24 we received an email from a reader who was particularly dis-
turbed over the condition of his spouse’s gravesite.  That reader sent pic-
tures with his email which showed a gravesite covered in weeds. He noted
that he had also sent an email to Ian Staniloff, Executive Director of
Shaarey Zedek Congregation, in which he asked why his wife’s grave was
in such deplorable condition, even though he had a perpetual care agree-
ment? 

Subsequent to our receiving that email, we received an email in which
Ian Staniloff responded to the reader’s complaint. Ian wrote, in part: 

“In order to compensate for the loss of additional employees whose main
focus was planting flowers, watering and weeding individual graves, we
incorporated a volunteer component from within the synagogue to handle
these duties, leaving the overall grass cutting/weeding to the regular main-
tenance staff..  As you can imagine however, with almost 11,000 graves to
maintain in a cemetery that covers 24 acres, the process takes quite a bit of
time to complete the entire cemetery.

“We didn’t stop the spraying of weeds due to high cost.  The most effec-
tive weed spray that we utilized had been banned by the province of
Manitoba 2-3 years ago due to it containing 24D, and we were not able to
control the spread of weeds/dandelions with an inferior product (which by
the way was more expensive).  Over the last couple of years we have been
able to keep the weed problem at bay by having the specific flower
planters, remove the weeds on each individual grave as they tended to the
flowers.

“By not having these planters initially it was left up to the regular grass
cutters to maintain the overall cemetery.  However, we have determined
that the problem is growing and have now hired additional staff specifical-
ly to deal with the weeds/existing flowers on all the graves.  The results of
their efforts should be evident.  I will advise that this all takes some time,
but I wanted you to be assured this is not something we take lightly. We are
very proud of the appearance and grounds of our cemetery and are doing 

our utmost to ensure that the high quality we have enjoyed in the past is
being maintained.”

I decided to go down to the cemetery myself to see what the situation
was. On Thursday, July 30 I rode my bike to the cemetery. (I thought it
would be easier to take in the entire cemetery by bike rather than on foot
and it gave me a convenient excuse to go for another long bike ride.)

The majority of the cemetery appeared to be in excellent shape, but I did
notice that several gravesites which would normally have had flowers on
them were still weed-infested, as our reader had pointed out. However, I
did come across two young women who were hard at work pulling weeds
out by hand. They told me they were working their way westward to the
newest graves and expected to have all graves properly weeded in due
course.

While I was in the cemetery I sent this email to Ian Staniloff:
“Hi Ian 
“I’m in the cemetery now it all looks pretty good to me. I’m just curious:

Did you take care of the problem by hiring additional workers?
“I’m in the newest section now and from what I can see you’re going to

run out of room in a short while. What’s the plan going forward?
“Bernie”

Ian Staniloff responded:
“Bernie,
“I’m glad you see that we have done our utmost to respond to our con-

gregants’ concerns regarding the cemetery.  Some of the work was done
utilizing volunteers, but the majority of the work was done by re-hiring
some of the seasonal people who were not initially brought back.

“In terms of our future, we have at least 15-20 years of available space in
our cemetery.  There are areas that remain to be developed, including and
most notably at the front (East Side) of the property.

“I hope this provides a bit of an answer.
“Cheers,
“Ian”

A weed-covered plot A plot following weeding Workers removing weeds 
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this is that the mainstream Jewish
community and the philanthropic
community has totally abdicated its

ability to reach someone like Seth Rogen, who’s clearly talking about want-
ing to know more, who’s clearly talking about wanting a certain kind of
Jewish community. They’ve just left people like him in the lurch. A lot of
young people don’t want to put an ethnonationalist project at the heart of
their identity, which is partially because they are what this community pur-
portedly wanted them to be: people who believe in fairness and equality
and multicultural society. So I think it really does speak to that major fail-
ure of the American Jewish establishment that Peter wrote about 10 years
ago.

For many people who are a little bit younger than me, the process of
becoming disillusioned about the community’s support for the occupation
is a very central experience. And I think that by essentially casting them
out, and not actually providing opportunities for them to reengage in
Jewish community from a place of wanting to learn or wanting to engage
on their own terms, makes it so that now Israel is the primary lens by which
we engage in Jewishness.

I wonder if you see any organizations or decentralized ways of operat-
ing being successful. Coming from the perspective of someone in the
Orthodox community, as we’re talking, I’m thinking that this is kind of
why kiruv and the kiruv movement have worked for a lot of young
American Jews. It doesn’t necessarily engage with Israel and questions
of statehood. The Orthodox community being overwhelmingly Zionist is
very, very new in the evolution of Jewish thought. But when you center
Jewish identity around community and meals and engaging with texts,
there is something powerful, and I wonder what the not explicitly reli-
gious version of that is and if you’ve seen any manifestations of that.

I think it’s really hard because in the Orthodox community, you still have
the funding. I don’t fully understand how Chabad’s finances work, but it
does seem as though there are a lot of donors. And there are people who are
paying for services from them because they also teach about Jewish life
and text, provide child care and schooling, etc.

I think ultimately, in the secular community, it’s about philanthropy, and
philanthropic models are so completely out of touch with young people and
have no desire to give up power or decision-making to young people. I
think Jewish Currents is a great example of what can happen when you turn

over the reins. What the previous editor did was just give us the magazine.
And it was painful for him, and it was painful for the board that we had at
the time. Because you’re basically watching people do something different
than you intended with the thing that you built. But that is how these things
are going to survive.

There are a lot of organizations that are catering to the secular, progres-
sive Jewish community in big and small ways. But not so much at the insti-
tutional level. For example, if I had a child right now, as a left-wing Jew,
where would I send them for Jewish education? Not to mention that in
many ways the American Jewish community has completely defunded its
arts and cultural programs, which are essential to building meaningful sec-
ular Jewish life, in favor of sending the money to Israel.

As we’re talking, I’m realizing most if not all of the people that we’re
either explicitly mentioning or alluding to are American men of a certain
generation. Even us having this conversation right now is super rare;
most Jewish publications are run by men and the board is filled with
men. I’m constantly checking my own biases about who is allowed to
speak in this conversation. And I’m curious from your perspective what
we miss out on when female voices, Palestinian voices, Israelis who don’t
speak English well are missing from this conversation.

I mean, how much time do we have? It’s almost obvious what we miss
when we don’t have these people in this conversation. Like, it’s just not
representative of anything. It doesn’t actually bring us to where the real
conflicts are or to where the most promising, just solutions are. But it’s not
just the kinds of conversations that we miss. It’s the conversations that
we’ve literally destroyed.

When I go to work with Palestinian writers — and it’s actually difficult
to do that because there’s so much broken trust between Jewish media and
Palestinian writers — but when I reach out to Palestinian writers to ask
them to talk to a Jewish audience about something, what I will sometimes
get is a first draft that expends precious space arguing for their own human-
ity, or arguing that there is indeed an occupation, because those are the
terms that Jewish media has laid out.

This means we’re never even allowing the conversation to get to the
place where we’re actually talking about the things that we need to talk
about. That is extremely intellectually destructive. 

I think that’s such an important point. The questions we ask, and the
answers we elevate, dictate what people come to us to say. 
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New program for Jewish schools aims to enhance students’ knowledge about Israel
Gray Academy to participate, along with five other schools in Canada

Ed. Note: We received the following information from an organization
known as “Unpacked for Educators”

Currently, there isn’t one unified, shared language or media in how to
approach nuanced, Israel education. Many educators are essentially, in their
own silo, left up to their own devices and technological prowess to devel-
op Israel education curricula and coursework to engage and connect with
their students. This leads educators to constantly ‘reinvent the wheel’ as
they work out the right approach and materials for each and every issue. 

To help solve this silo situation, Unpacked for Educators has launched
the first of its kind, international, inter-denominational program that
includes fifty schools from seven countries across the world: Canada,
South Africa, UK, USA, Israel, Hungary, and Australia. 

Among the schools participating in the 2020/2021 program are: 
• Gray Academy of Jewish Education - Winnipeg
• Bialik High School - Montreal
• Hebrew Academy - Montreal
• Ecole Maimonide - Montreal
• Bnei Akiva Schools (Ulpana - Orot Girls & Yeshivat Or Chaim)  -

Toronto
• King David High School - Vancouver

The aim of the 2020/2021 Partner-School Program is to strengthen Israel
education in Jewish schools around the world. This international com-
munity will be at the forefront of digital education, working together
to create a shared language for how to teach about Israel. If you’re not
familiar, Unpacked for Educators, a division of OpenDor Media, is a leader
in digital education and innovation for Israel and Jewish content. The edu-
cators in the program will receive complete access to OpenDor Media’s
powerful and unique video content in addition to professional develop-
ment, networking and expert support.

Built to be a virtual network, COVID-19 is not slowing this program
down. 

Dr. Noam Weissman, senior vice president of OpenDor Media had this to
add, “This partner-school program is made up of fifty diverse and forward-
thinking Jewish schools across the world. We are providing them with our
unique content and far more. Through this partnership program, we are
also promoting collaboration, connection, and community —  three
things that are more important than ever in the current climate.” 

The Partner-School Program 2020/2021 will consist of: 
• Built-Out Educational Programs with full access to all UED con-

tent & resources (including films)
• Professional Development with recurring webinars with Dr. Noam

Weissman and other leading experts
• Ongoing Support and communication with our education staff, as

much or as little as the school needs
• Exclusive Access to private groups for further collaboration, com-

munity building and connection

Further specifics for the regular online meetings, webinars, calls and pri-
vate Facebook group/WhatsApp group include:

• Expert guest speakers in the world of Israel Education 
• Educators in the program presenting their current Israel Education

programs. 
• Guide and all access pass to over seventy-five videos and support-

ing educational resources, Kahoot quizzes, discussion questions, reflection
questions, experiential learning activities, and more, that Unpacked for
Educators has to offer. 

• Other topics and more:
• Modeling of healthy debate with presenters on opposite sides of the

political spectrum. 
• Language and integration
• How to engage with difficult/controversial subjects
• One-to-one consulting & training:
• Work on customized curriculum
• Flipped instruction
• Distance learning 

Teachers in Jewish schools often feel isolated when it comes to develop-
ing curricula for students that will help them learn about Israel.

One educator in one of “Unpacked for Educators” 50 partner schools in
the UK had this to say: “We are very excited to partner with 50 other
schools from all over the world. Teaching can often seem very isolating. It
becomes all about my class and my school. Collaboration is essential if we
truly want the best materials and to create opportunities for our students,”
- Rav Rickman, King David High School.

“There are talented educators all over the world, we can now share our
expertise and learn from others, to enhance the educational experience we
provide.” 
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By GERRY POSNER

Recently the book “Healing Lives, a Century of
Manitoba Jewish Physicians” was published
and in it are the names of all Jewish physi-

cians who practiced medicine in  Manitoba for at
least five years over the past 100 years. What is not
included, however, are those doctors who graduated
from the University of Manitoba medical school
who went elsewhere to practice their profession.
One of those doctors is none other than a descendant
of a longtime Winnipeg family who has made his
mark in the medical world: Philip Berger. 

The Berger family is right up there with the other
Jewish families in Manitoba who have turned out
doctors, the way the Howes have turned out hockey
players. The names of Dr. Maurice and Saul
(Shimmy ) Berger are recognizable to anyone with a
passing interest in the medical community. Maurice
Berger was a respected pediatrician practicing in the
north end of Winnipeg for over 40 years. His broth-
er Shimmy was a very well known and established
dermatologist who practiced out of the Boyd
Building for over 38 years. Shimmy’s daughter Lisa
is a public health physician in Toronto and his son
Shmuel, who lives in Tel Aviv, worked for many years doing emergency
medicine locums in Northern Ontario each summer. And then there is son
Philip. He is more than just a physician, as he has carved out a niche and a
name as a family doctor who is involved in what might be termed human
rights medicine. 

For over 40 years, Philip Berger has been a leader in advocating for
improving health care in Canada; at times  he has done this against a stiff
tide. Just take a look at his career and it speaks volumes about his commit-
ment to changing the way medicine is delivered. 

For starters, Berger has been an Associate Professor at the University of
Toronto and was the Chief of the Department of Family and Community

Medicine at St. Michael’s Hospital in Toronto
from 1997-2013 (an interesting position for a
Jewish guy at a Catholic institution). 

Consider the people for whom he has fought
and you will note that they are far from your
ordinary patient base. The homeless, the poor,
LGBTQ members are just a few of the groups
for whom Berger has battled -  and let’s not for-
get his tireless work AIDS patients. 

Berger really went to bat for AIDS sufferers
at a time when many doctors were afraid to
deal with them. He was a founder of the
Toronto HIV Primary Care Physicians Group
and he later helped to create a mentoring pro-
gram to educate doctors about HIV. 

Probably the area where he became most vis-
ible in the public eye was his tireless effort to
convince governments of the value of
methadone and needle exchange programs. 

As well, he was very active in promoting the
AIDS clinic in Lesotho, Africa. He also helped
to initiate the Amnesty International Canadian
Medical Network and the Canadian Centre for
Victims of Torture. 

What separates Berger from most doctors is that he has been relentlessly
unafraid to call out governments for cuts to refugee health programs. He
has spoken out in his capacity as one of the co-founders of Canadian
Doctors for Refugee Care. In short, Berger is not afraid to take out his
stethoscope and stick it right in the chests of elected officials. 

What made the 1974 graduate of the medical faculty of the University of
Manitoba become such an outspoken advocate for the disadvantaged and
disabled? This is not an easy question to answer. I sense there are many
aspects to the triggers that have made Philip Berger the passionate physi-
cian he is on behalf of those who have difficulty raising their voices. 

It may well be that Philip understood well the lessons his father Shimmy
had absorbed as a young man trying to secure a medical position in 1943.
At that time, Shimmy couldn’t secure an internship anywhere in Canada. A
quota imposed on Jewish physicians was in place. It was an intervention by
the female head of the Estevan Sisters of St. Joseph, a Catholic institution,
that paved the way for Shimmy to get his internship at St. Michael’s
Hospital in Toronto. That kind of assistance meant a lot to Shimmy Berger
and perhaps in some way even influenced his son, Philip to embark on a
path to aid those who needed aid in whatever way Philip could. 

In 2017 Philip Berger gave up his regular practice, which was located at
St. Michael’s Hospital. (Maybe his connection to that hospital was not so
surprising after all). Since then, Berger has been doing locums in various
shelters/hostels under the banner of Inner City Health Associates ( ICHA),
which is a group of 90 doctors who serve homeless people (and there is no
lack of that group in Toronto). Philip even serves as the Board Chair for
ICHA. Moreover, Philip is today a Vice-Chair of what is known as Unity
Health (formerly St. Michael’s Hospital) Research Ethics Board. And, if
there isn’t enough on his plate already, he is completing his term as a
Council Member of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario. 

When I reflected on all of Philip Berger’s contributions as a physician, I
lamented the decision (which I understand had to be made, otherwise the
history of Jewish physicians in Manitoba might never have been complet-
ed) not to include in that book anything about Jewish doctors of Manitoba
who had not practiced in Manitoba for at least five years. That decision
eliminated any reference to the career of Philip Berger. The book, as I noted
earlier, is called “Healing Lives” and that is what Philip Berger has done
all his life as a doctor in Toronto. 

Post script: In a follow-up to an earlier article I wrote about Dr. Richard
Stall, in which I mentioned that Dr. Isaac Bogoch (who’s also become a
prominent media personality as a go-to source for information about
COVID-19), also has a Winnipeg connection, I promised that I would have
something about Dr. Bogoch in a future article. Well, as you can imagine,
he’s currently besieged with requests from all sorts of media, so we haven’t
been able to interview him – yet. But, in response to readers’ curiosity
about Dr. Bogoch’s Winnipeg connection, here’s some information about
his Winnipeg roots: His mother is a former Winnipegger who knows both
my wife and me. In fact she has been in touch with us lately. She tells me
he is overwhelmed with emails in addition to all the demands that have
been placed on his time as a result of his new very public persona. In fact,
Isaac is from Calgary, but his mother is the former Renee Israels, sister to
Hester Kroft, and daughter of the well known lawyer, A. Montague (
Monty) Israels. And - he has a long connections to BB Camp. 

Former Winnipegger Philip Berger: from a dynasty of docs
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